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TEACHERS.
We want all the teachers we can get, both
sexes, for Fall positions, ungraded, primary,
Send for circular
gramni »r. and high schools.
and register.
Eastern Maine Teachers' Agency,
Stockton Springs, Maine.

J. WALDO NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,
MASONIC BLOCK,
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Correspondence on practical agricultural toplcr
la solicited.
Addreee all communication* In-

BARNES.

/1HARLE4 P.

Farm Not·· from the

AMONG THE FABMKBS.

PARK.

D.

IT IS

▲ SUCCESS

FEKTILIZEK USED.

Lucien Pbinney, of Woodford·, Me.,
writes: Will you kindly inform me if
potatoes are any more liable to rot while
being grown on intervale lands than on
any other land that in particularly adapted to potato culture? if you were to go
into potato raising for money, where
would you go and what kind of land
would you seek? How would you treat
it? Wuuld you advise one to undertake
thia business if he well understands
farming in general?
So far as I have observed, potatoes are
no more liable to rot on intervale than
Most of the potato
on any other land.
land in this vicinity is intervale, and
much of it is low and somewhat inclined
to clay, and we have been free from any
severe epidemics of rot since potato
growing became a business with us in
about 1875. It is now known that the
rot can be controlled by spraying, and
every potato farm should be fully equipped with spraying apparatus. The crop
is generally increased and improved
through spraying more than enough to
pay for the labor.
Any one who engages in potato growing for money should select his location
so as to insure two prime requisites—
land adapted to the crop, usually a clay
loam, sufficiently unbroken to allow of
the free use of machinery, and good
shipping facilities. With these two conditions success can be attained in tl.e
business.
Tbe most striking examples of successful potato culture in recent years
have come from the Kennebec Valley, in
the center of our state. Several farms
huve been purchased, some of which
were practically abandoned, except for
cutting what little hay might grow upon
Portions of this land were
them.
ploughed not more than seven inches
deep and put in good condition for the
and
crop, a crop rotation was outlined
the active
business begun. Through
and
use of the riding cultivator
persistent
8praying, good crops of potatoea have
been secured every year, and the acreage
is increasing.
By far the larger part of
Maine's large area in potatoes is grown
by chemical fertilization. It is not unusual for growers to apply 1,500 pounds
of high grade superphosphate per acre.
The usual proportions of plant food are
two, six and ten. This large application of potash insures a heavy growth of
tubers and stimulates the growth of
clover the following year. This clover
is used to fertilize the land and promote
organic matter, cither by being ploughed down or by feeding to livestock and
returning the manure to the soil. If
barn manure is at hand it may be substituted for one-half of the superphosphate, but should always be thoronghly
mixed with the soil with the plough.
There is no question of the ultimate
success of any one who understands
farming in general if he engages in potato growing under the conditions named
above, provided he has faith and pluck
enough to stay in the business. All
will
years will not be good years; there
be seasons of light crops and seasons of
low prices, but wheu the general average
is struck and returns are figured over a
neries of years there is sure to be a
profitable balance.
Potato growing has been the basis of
Aroostook County farming from its begianiug.
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It is the potato that has cleared its forests, built its
HOLLISTCR'3
roads, its villages, its farm home·, its
school houses and its churches. from
the potato is to spring that varied farm
tot
M-Jiolae
A Ε us y
Busy Peoflt
that will turn into material
industry
Reae-ed
tad
Health
Vigor.
Golien
Brians
wealth all the products of its fertile soil.
A ■'willv- for Constipation, Imliiceetion. Lire
in Tribune Farmer.
λη·( Kiilnt y Troubles. Pimple*. LV/emn, Impure j —B. Walker McKeen
Bloo<l. Hal Ureath. S!n(ri£'*li Uowel*. HMdlclw|
tabin
Tea
Mountain
It's R.icky
au ! Uackuch·».
Creamery man's Ten Commandments.
Genuine made by
lot form. STi c··ut m a buz.
The clean milk campaign may not be
Uolmstkh Daca Company, Nadison. Wis.
said to be without its amenities, even to
GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR Γ ALLOW PEOPLE
the dairyman. The manufacturer of a
"cleaner" is the author of one of these
amenities, which he hands to his customers in the shape of a compound of advice and advertisement labeled as above.
He says among other things:
"Thou «halt not cast all the dirt thou
canst brush off the cow into the milk

secondary consideration.

Rocky Mountain Tea Nuggets

Specialist

Specialist

For sixteen year· 1 have fit tel glasses tu <lefecUrre eye* an<t nothing else—that make· me a
specialist. If your eye· trouble you In any w.iy,
an<l If you want expert advice In reganl to the

saiuo, couie to the man who te a specialist, who
•toe· one thing only. No charge for eye examination·

or

consultation.

DR. PARMENTER
Kye Specialist, Norway,

A

Tel. 18-4.

Me.

Pcu«tive CATARRH

Bala
Elf's Cream
absorbed.
it

quickly

βι··$

Retist at One·.

It deanses, soothes
heals and protects
the diseased membrane. It cures Catarrh and drives
awHV a Cold in the
Head quickly. K*-UAV
' · fc ¥ fc
stores the Senses of
T iato and SmelL Full size 50 cts., at Druggists or by mail : Trial Size 10 cts. by iuaiL
Ely Brother*, 56 Warren Street. New York·
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There is Little

Real Trouble

Ια this world, most of it is
We allow ourimaginary.
selves to become nervous
and fretful. Weeds of care
overrun the garden of the
heart when they should
never be allowed to take
root.

A Great Deal of the
Present

Eye Trouble

Is caused by people selecting Glasses unsuited fur the
condition of their Kyee.

We

Supply the Best,

And give a thorough examination free of charge.

RICHARDS,

S.
Graduate

Optician,

South Paris.
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Pulp Wood
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H. D. COLE,
Bryant's Pond, Me.
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An experienced man to bunch
dowels. Must be of good habits and

give good
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Although it ia winter, do not forget to
s»lt the animal· at the barn. I believe
that this U very important for their
greatest thrift. By eprinkiing a little
salt on the poorer quality of hay ai it is
fed to them, they will eat it up cleaner.
I conaider it a much better way of aalt*
ing, to tbnagive a little every day or two,
rather than a larger quantity, aay once a
week. There ia no doabt in my mind
about thia being the better way.
No farmer should think of getting
along without being a subscriber to at
least one good agricultural paper and
more would be better, but the fact ia,
we find farmers in moat communities
who do not take a farm paper at all.
How can they be so blind to their own
interests? In many things auoh farmers
are working at a disadvantage.
They
need a little missionary work.
Strange how faat the seasons roll
around. It seems but a very ahort time
since we were looking over the seed
catalogues and aelecting the seeds for
1906, and now we will soon be doing it
These bright annuals are
over again.
always interesting and a farmer can be
scarcely up-to-date without giving them
Aa to seed novelties, it
some thought.
is far from wise to invest in them very
largely, but a good plan to try a few on
It adds an attraction to
a small scale.
garden or fle'd and beaidea, it ia possible
that you may find something valuable.
Years ago, in New Hampahire, it used
to be the cuatom among termers to do a
great deal of visiting in the long winter
season and there ia no question but that
it is a good plan for farmers to viait
among themselves more than they do at
the present time and compare notea on
past seasons' operations and discuss
plans for the coming season. Look over
the live stock and observe methods of
management on the different farms.
Perhaps ideas may be gained that will
be of use on your farm. We should always be on the lookout for these.
It is useless for a man and his wife—I
mention the wife because she must be
equally interested to make a success of
the business—to engage in farming in a
half-hearted way; they muat take hold
ambitiously and have grit enough to
stick to it and win out. There is no
other vocation at the present time holding out so many inducements to the

f

The

Marathon
iUtkir ol

Copyright,

190*,

by

Henry

annual

profit.

and we would send Iiim more. He pretended to refuse the money, to protest
that that was not in the least what be
wanted, but I compelled him to take
It And Just as I was hoping that I
had prevailed with him the door of
the bedroom opened and a horrible
drunken uiau staggered out
"
'Well, Vic,' be cried, 'so this Is tb'
gal. is it? She's a likely piece. I
wouldn't give her up, Vic, no, not fer
back to bed, you drunken
brute, cried Tremalne, and took him
roughly by the arm.
"But the other shook him off.
"
'Don't lay your bands on me, VlcH
D°n t dare lay y°ur hands

"'Go

Com many

and

~

J

*

young as does agriculture when conlidered as to its possibilities.
Try to make the farm do better by you
this year than it did last, and in order to
realize this it will perhapa be necessary
(or you to do better by the farms It is
best to look the situation over and see
what can be done.—F. H. Dow in Maine
Parmer.

"She is asleep," she said. "I will
wait until slie wakes. What a Joyful
ou
!
WA8 conscious, in a dim way,
awaking it will be!" And she sat
® Very deTl1 epr,n* ,nt0 Trethat tlie end was at band,1
the
She wiped away
down agnln.
maine s face. He looked about him for
that we were about to pene-1
tears, hut her eyes were still shining.
some weapon and picked up a piece of
trate tbe myfetery. Indeed, I
Godfrey gazed at her with a face fail
pipe that lay beside the radiator.
already bud a vague Inkling of tbe of emotiou.
Thompson saw the action and lurched
trutb—too vague to be put into words,
"Now, Miss Croydon," he began,
too obscure to be discerned clearly. I
heavily toward him.
coruie
that
told
"
theory's
my
"you've
'(Join' t' use that on me, Vic?· he
was trembling with eagerness. I enfour
are
three
or
there
but
points
rect,
'You'd better try if And he
asked.
a
common
deavored to string upon
I should like you to help me clear up.
made a pass at Tremalne and tried to
thread the bite of evidence which had
If you will."
P,1>e awny· 'You ^ " on.
seemed to Godfrey so important—the
"I shall be glad to If I can," she
to I11 blow your game like I did once
bottle, tbe scratches on the wall, the
and smiled at him, her eyes
answered,
before down at Sydney.'
coat rack, the brokeu cane, the note;
brimming again. "You've lifted such a
He struck at Tremalne again, but
but for tbe life of me I could see no
loud from me, Mr. Godfrey, that I'd
the latter sprang away and in an Inconnection betweca them. Yet I knew
do almost anything to show my gratistant bnd brought the pipe down upon
there must be or Godfrey would not
tude."
his head. Thompson fell like a log;
now l>e walking up and down the room
Why, looking at her, did his face then that fiendish look flashed into
with a face so beamlug, so triumphant.
harden? Why did his Tremaine's face for a second time; hi·
"Miss Croydon will eee you at once, change—soften,
hands tremble so? It was over in an snatched out a revolver; I
dimly unsir," announced Thomas from tbe
instant; yet I hud caught a glimpse of derstood what was coming—indeed, I
threshold, and we followed bim to the
his secret. I understood.
had my own revolver in my hand, and
farther end of the corridor, where he
"It wue nothing," he said. "I was
tapped at a door. A voice bade us
I fired at him, but my shot went wild
glad to do it. I was deeply pleased while bis"—
enter.
when that message came this mornShe was standing by a window, lookShe stopped and burled her face in
ing."
ing ont across tbe waters of tbe bay,
berhands, overcome for the moment
been kinder to me than I de"You've
and she «lid not turn for an instaut—
by the terrible spectacle her words had
served." she said; and I more than half
not. Indeed, until Godfrey had closed
evoked.
his
with
her.
with
eyes
How,
the door carefully behind him. I have agreed
She controlled herself by an effort
before her, could she fall to underseen few women more regal, more
took down her handsshe did understand. I
stand?
rcrhape
magnificent, yet there was about her— was never sure.
ale put his pistol away and stepped
in her face, in the droop of her figure—
over very close .to me.
"In tl e first place, then, Mise Croysuch an air of utter misery, of exquisite
"'Miss Croyden,' be said rapidly 'It
don," be went on, in a different tone,
suffering, tlint. after the first moment,
be well for you to say you did not
will
In
succeed
father
get"how did your
one forgot to admire her lu the desire
I have committed no crime;
ting vour sister away from Tremalnj?" know me.
to be of service.
he was the aggressor; what I did
done in self defense. One thing more
"You wished to see mer" she asked,
your sister has nothing to fear from
In a low voice.
me; I shall uerer bother ber again· I
"Yes, Miss Croydon." replied Godpromise you that'
frey, more gently perhaps than he bad
"He was gone In an instant and
Intended to speak. "This is Mr. Les-

Winter Dairying.
Ten or fifteen years ago a great deal
of discussion was heard in the dairy and
creamery journals as to the advantages
of winter dairying. Prioea of the production ranging so much higher than in

to defend Mr. Drysdale."
She acknowledged the introduction
with the faintest of bows.
"I hope Mr. Lester will be successful." she said. In tbe coldest of tones.
One would have thought her a mere
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then the janitor came and you and the
detectives."
Godfrey nodded thoughtfully.
"That supplies the motive, Lester,"
he said. "I have felt that my explanation of the crime was not quite adequate. But it was not only desire for
revenge that urged Tremalne on; it
was also the kuowiedge that Thompson
knew of his first marriage and threatened with u word to wreck his plans

ter," he added, "who has been engaged

summer, it was argued that the farmer
who made the largest amount of milk
in the winter was the one who made the
most money.
The whole proposition was thrashed
nut in various ways and under various
ideas as going to prove that the man
who made milk in the winter made a
better profit from his cow· than the
man who made milk in the summer, and
the creamery man who could induce a
larger fiow in the winter had a better
chance to make money both for himself
and his patrons.
Of late there has been quite as much
discussion along that line, and the question arises whether that system has increased in the proportion that it waa
hoped might be the case by the advocates thereof. Conditions on the dairy
farms have been very much changed in
the past ten years. Taking the records
an we find tbem, there does not seem to
have been an inorease in population.
Therefore the supply oi raw product dm
not kept pace with the consumptive demand.
The hif(h prices of grain, cattle and
bogs have changed conditions also.
Many farmers are inclined to decrease
their dairy herds and add to their stock
of hogs or beef oattle, because of the
difficulty in securing proper and efficient
help to do the milking.
The high price of grain also has had a
tendency to change the ideas of the
dairy farmer because winter dairying

chance acquaintance of my client.
I saw Godfrey looking at her with
searching eyes, and his face hardened.
"We mean to be successful," be said
curtly. "You may as well ask us to sit
down, Miss Croydon, because our busineis here will take some time, and I

second time."
"Yes," I agreed and sat silent, ponderlug the story.
"Why did you take the clippings.
Miss Croydon?" asked Godfrey after a
a

it will tire you to stand."
'•Really," she began; then her eyes
met bis. burning with meaning. "Ob,
sank
very well," she said faintly and

am sure

moment.

whut you read of them I
suspected how vitally they concerned
my sister. That was a secret, I felt
which must be kept at any hazard. It
was done without consideration, on the
spur of the moment, or I should never
"From

luto the chair uearest her.
"Now, Miss Croydon," Godfrey continued In the same coldly Imperative
tone, "I Intend to speak to you bluntly
and directly. We have beaten about
the bush too long already. I see that
you are not Inclined to deal frankly
You have not been frank
with us.
with us from the first. You bave sought
to blind us, to throw us off the track.
Therefore I shall tell you what we

already know In order that you may
realize bow useless it is for you to try
to hold us off. We're going to see that

the guilty man is puuiehed, not ror uns
crime alone, but also for that other
one at the Marathon, of which you
You shall not
were the only witness.
be permitted to keep hlui from justice
Iu the first place, we
a day longer.
know thut this man Tremalne inveigled
your sister into a schoolgirl elopement
and marriage; she was rescued from
him; she thought him dead; ehe married Delroy; came to New York; Tremaine followed lier and attempted the
extoriion of blackmail; you met him at

necessarily compels grain feeding. Witb
these changed conditions and with the
disposition of the ordinary farmer to get
the most out of the least work, there
seems to be in many sections a falling off
of the milk production during the winter iustead of an increase during that I the Marathon;
season.

J
No cow and no milk can be in prim<
condition that haa to stay in a filthy

ill-smelling stable.

ml! 8"W.

j

pride

an

Holt

him, urging him to take It and go away

ten thousand'—

Holladay Case"

"The

J
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By BURTON Ε. STEVENSON

I

of the cows in the entire country kept
for milk do not pay the ooat of keeping,
one-fourth more fail to yield
and

Mystery

^ Story of Manhattan

while you were talking
Whether this will become uni- Thompson interfeled and Tremalne
versal, and we will have the same con- klilwl him. escaping before the officers
pail.
ditions that prevailed, before the system I arrived. You did not know Thompson,
"
Thou shalt not mix water with thy of
storing butter during the surplus sea- I but you saw Simmonds and me take
milk, thou nor thy mau servant nor thy
when during the summer prices
son,
I out his pocketbook. You heard me
hired girl, for so surely as thou doest would be low and
during the winter read a line
or two from one of a packet
this thing, thy name shall be Dennis more than
I
that
a
is
doubled,
problem
and while
breadth of the
over the length and
confronts the dairy industry to-day.— I of clippings we found there,
whole milk route.
I we were lu the bedroom you took those
Lewieton Journal.
"Thou shalt not feed thy cow too
I clippings from the body nnd hid them
much potatoes, onions, horse radish,
I under the edge of the carpet"—
Dried Blood for Calf Scours.
mustard or bad cabbage, for these
She breathed a long sigh and sat
success found to follow the use of j
as
The
as
be
cheap
though
may
they
things,
all out doors, cause the butter maker to dried blood for scours in calves is given I erect again.
the Kansas
"Ah." she said, with a little smile, "I
gnash his teeth exceedingly, and the as follows in a bulletin of
was beginning to fear you, ail that
butter eater to buy bis butter some- Experiment Station:
"Undoubtedly the greatest difficulty I seemed so supernatural. But uow 1
where else.
"Thou shalt not set thy can of night's that the calf feeder has to contend with I see where your Information came
milk iu the collar with the cover off in is scours. Here, as elsewhere, 'an onnce I from."
order to use it as a trap to catch rats of prevention is worth a pound of cure.'
"It is correct, then?" asked Godfrey,
and mice therein, neither in the wood- The principal causes of this difficulty
i
"Yes," she answered. "Yes."
cold
sour
are
milk,
feeding
over-feeding,
to
shed as a temptation
thy neighbor's
Godfrey leaned back in his chair, with
milk, feeding grain with the milk, using
cat.
of relief. lie had won the
"Thou shalt not use unclean cans, but dirty milk-pails, very cold water, too a long sign
and I battle.
shalt cause thy cans to be washed every much water after periods of thirst,
The careful I
"Mise Croydon," he said, "I'm going
day—fora filthy can is an abomiuation irregularity in feeding.
the I to reward you for your frankness by
in the buttermaker's eight, and he will feeder will watch very carefully
as
and
his
calves,
effect of his feed upon
visit wrath upon him that briDgeth it.
I telling you something which I had inthe
"Thou shalt not say unto another, soon as there are any signs of scours
! tended to keep secret awhile longer,
more
or
one-half
be
reduced
should
ban
milk
'Lo, behold, have not these milk
to puulsh you. Your sister never
as the I just
dlers a soft snap? Thoy receive much and gradually increased again
was the wife of Tremalne and has
I
it.
to
stand
able
is
Vercalf
hard
at
all.*
not
very
pay but work
to fear from him.
The Kansas station has been very nothing whatever
ily, I say unto you this is a whopper.
She has
ai a tonic Ι Πο haa no hold on her at all.
blood
dried
in
and
succesful
toil
and
using
much,
perThey rise early
wife but Mr.
mild
A
calve·.
never
been
I
or
anybody's
weak
for
lo
refuse
scouring
directors
the
buy
adventure
onred in I Delroy's."
another separator they will be obliged case of scours can usully be
the
She was staring at him with widely
to toil Sunday morning when other from one to two days by reducing
adding a teaapoonful of dried I opened eyes, her hands clasped above
people are fanning themselves within milk and
the gates of the synagogue."—"Social blood while the calf is drinking."— I her heart.
Maine Parmer.
Settler," in the Boston Transcript.
"Oh, if it were really so!" ebe cried.
I "If it were really so!"
Heavy Hogs Unprofitable.
Dog Law Pointers.
"It is so," repeated Godfrey, and
In looking over a local paper the
I have read witb interest what the I took a little yellow envelope from his
writer found the following item which is farmers of our state have said in regard
pocket "Read this." And he unfolded
a fair sample of the views of many of to
dogs.
a sheet of paper and held It toward
our hog raisers who have not studied
I will give you my ideas. I favor the
tnuch about economical pork making: law (hat every dog should be taxed 910 her.
She took It with trembling hand and
"James Α. M earns butchered a hog 17 and every bitch $15 and compel their
months old which weighed 440 pounds, owners to keep them at home as we do read the message written upon it, but
writes A. J. Legg in an exchange. It our sheep, unless some one is With them seemingly without understanding It
was something of a hog, and if it had and if they run at large give us the right
"It is a cable," he explained, "from
attained full growth it would have to use the rifle.
I the Record's correspondent at Dieppe.
the
on
error
The
more.
in
this
great
vicinity Your
We have lost 52 sheep
weighed
pardon, Lester," he added, with
part of our people is that they butcher this last season, some high priced ones. a Meeting smile; "I forgot to show it
their swine too yonng."
I lost only one. I am trying to raise s
Please read it
A 440-pound porker is a good sized good flock. Have bought three register- I to you on the trip out
hog, it is true, but bv no means as large ed Oxford bucks and have just received aloud, Miss Croydon."
I trusted hii I "The widow of Victor Charente," she
as it is possible to grow well-bred hogs one from C. W. Hilton.
The important question is, honor to send one to suit and am moit read in a low voice, "died here Feb.
at that age.
ecoWas Mr. Mearns' 440-pound hog
than satisfied with him. I have bad I 21, 1001. Had never married again."
nomically produced? If he had produced three of him and tbey were all good.
She looked up, her brows still knitted.
at
each
220
pounds
two bogs weighing
I heartily endorse the stand that th« I "Weill" she asked.
one half months old, would it
this
and
in
matter.
Maine Farmer has taken
eight
I "Well," sa id Godfrey, "Victor Chanot have been more economical? He —J. M. Hewett in Maine Farmer.
I rente is the real name of Tremalne. He
would not have had so large a carcase to
220The
I
married that girl many years before
a time.
so
for
long
up
keep
When a young farmer buys a fen
pound bog at half the age at which this pure-bred sheep that cost him good I Re met your sister. She was his legal
have
uever was. She was
large hog was produced would not
be will be more interested it I wife. Your slstfer
I have known money,
been a wonderful bog.
their offspring than haa been the cas< I never the legal wife of any one except
hogs to do much better.
with the old flock, will feed and care foi Richard Delroy."
It is not the very large hog that pays
them better, will watch their develop
She understood now, and the glad
it
is
neither
best for the feed consumed,
ment more closely, and note points ol tears burst forth unrestrained. Inbeet
the
makes
that
the very large hog
excellence more sharply. As a result I deed, she made no effort to restrain
pork. Our local market prefer· the hog they will thrive better and make him
I them, but only rooked back and forth,
that dresses less than 200 pound·. The more
money. Just the same with al!
her
most ecoi omical bog must grow fast
animals.—Main< pressing the message against
domestie
of
kinds
and be ready for the butcher before he
I heart.
Farmer.
reaches ten month· of age. March pigs
I "Thank Gol." she sobbed. "Thank
make the beet porkers for the next fall.
Soutl
God!" And then she started ap from
of
Farm,
M.
S.
at
Kingleaide
King
In order to succeed in making pork
in the dis her chair. "I must tell her," she said,
a
feel
can
be
must
Paris,
justly
breed
an early age, somo good
made in the window of a Soutl "at once. If you knew how she has
uaed and the pigs must be well taken play
ribbons captured suffered! She must not be left la that
start to finish.—Maine Paris store. About 75
care of from
at the leading fairs of Maine, New Bamp ,1 cruel position an instant longer."
Farmer.
shire and Vermont during the paat yeai
"Very well," agreed Godfrey. "We
made up the ribbon show.
one-fourth
that
believe
will wait for you here."

Good judge·

-ι

i

door a
She disappeared through
the farther end of the room, but In t
moment came softly back again.
a

have had the courage to do It at all."
And why did you hide them under
the carpet?"
She laughed outright The load was
lifted. She was fast becoming her

I

uouai

~

^

"Your tlttUr never was the wife of TremtUnc."

"They had gone to Paris," she answered, "and In two or three days
Edith had awakened from her dream.
She saw something in the man which
terrified her, and she wrote a pitiful

letter to father, who went over to
Parle at once and finally succeeded in
buying the man off. Father paid him
50,000 francs, I believe. Perhaps it was
the fact that he knew he was not really
Edith's hu.vr.ind, that he himself had
committed a crime, which made him
take it. lie agreed to leave the country, aud In the following December he
wrote father that he was about to sail
for Martinique in a ship culled the
Centaur. He said he Intended to buy
α plantation at Martinique and make
that hie home. In February we learned
that the Centaur had been lost, with all
on board. After eight years It seemed
certain that he was dead, aud Edith

felt free to marry again."
"Was Mr. Delroy Informed of this
early Indiscretion?"
"Certainly, and forgave It, as any
good man would."
"Pardon me for asking the question.

Miss Croydon; but It was necessary.
When was it you first learned that Tre·
maine was still alive?"
"One night nearly two months ago
Edith brought his letter to me. She
was wild, distracted, ready to kill herself—that is what I have feared every
since. She loves Mr. Delroy, Mr.

day
Godfrey, and yet she believed herself

the wife of another man. He demanded that she meet him in that apartment
house. I knew she could not bear such
a meeting, and yet be must be seen.
I offered to go in her stead. I had
some wild idea of appealing to bis
better nature, of persuading him"—
She stopped, silenced by her own
emotion.

"That, of course, would not have
altered the fact that your sister was
his wife," observed (îodfrey.
"No. That was the terrible part of It:
nothing could alter that. There must,
of course, t>e a separation, but we
thought we would solve that problem
after we had settled the other. So I

went. He opened the door for me.
1 hud never seen him, and I confess
bis appearance aud inauuer were not
at all what I expected. He did not
look In the least like a scoundrel, or
did he act Ιΐκβ one. He listened to me
with attention aud seeming respect.
He even appeared moved. Ob, I know
now what a hypocrite he was. I know
that he was laughing at me; that be was
planning something deeper, more villainous. I had brought $1,200 with

me—all that we could gather together
at that moment—and I oressed it upon

Bad Blood

b responsible for most» of
the disette· tmi ailments of
the human system· ft se·
riously affects every orgin

anlftiiirtfnwVj »an»f
dyspepsia, rheumatism,
'·

■

■

έ

oru.

"I had a wild Idea tbat you were go
lng to search me. I saw that loose
place lu the carpet the luetant 1 arose
with the clippings lu uiy hand. Once
I had put them there 1 had no chance
at all to get them again."

Godfrey nodded.

and

worse

■

troubles·

Hood'sSarsaparOla
enriches
which

purifies

and

the blood as nothing

No? ϊ?**

"Yes; Just that."

"But be also heard you refuse, no
doubt?"
"Oh, yes," she said, smiling and coloring a little, "he heard me refuse lu
the most positive way, but my refusal
provoked Mr. Tremaine to au iuteiuperauce of language which Mr. Drysdale resented and which he thought 1
should have resented too. He demanded that I explain to him Mr. Tremaiue's
position, and I promised to do so on
the very evening he—lie stayed away
from the house. Ills staying away
offended me deeply."
Godfrey had listened with Intent
eyes and a quick nod from time to
time.
"There 13 only one point lacking," he
said. "Did Tremaine know of your
Intention to tell Drysdale the story ?"
"Yes; he even charged nie with that

Intention."
"Ah. he had listened at

a

probably."

keyhole

"He said that Mr. Drysdale himself
had told him. 1 might add. Mr. God
frey, that I met Mr. Drysdale and the
officers in the hall that morning as
they were going awny, and 1 implore»!
him to tell them where he had beeu.
He answered me with such Insuit and
contempt that I thought he must l>e
mad."

"And no wonder! You were playing
at cross purposes. I presume, then,
that It was not you who wrote Mr.
Drysdale this note?" and he banded her
the crumpled sheet of paper he had
fished from Drysdale's wastelmsket.
She took It with trembling hand:

already beginning
what it contained.

to

suspect, perhaps,

"
"
she
'Be at the pergola at U,'
"
'If I am late, wait for me. G.'
read.
I certainly never wrote any such note
as that, Mr. Godfrey. Where did it

come

from?"

"Is It in your handwriting?"
"Why, yes," she answered, looking
at it more closely. "That Is, it is souie
thing like. Oil! I begin to see!" *be
cried, aud I saw her seized with a sud

den convulsive shuddering.
"Yes," said Godfrey, "It was a pretty
plot. This note lured him from the
house and kept him away until the
etgrm came up and he was forced to
abandou the hope of meeting you. He
concluded that you were playing witli
him. When he returned to the bouse
he found that you had spent the evening with Tremaine. Afterward, In Ills
and
room, he did a number of violent
foolish things. Finally he determined

lie started to puck ins
lu the bull, you,
ae lie thought, added Insult to Injury
by asking him to tell"—
to go away.

belongings—and then,

"Well?" lie nuked. "Can yon clear
Jack?"
"Yea," «η U1 Godfrey, "we can.
\Vbafs more, we will."
"Thank God!" and Delroy panned hie
baud across his forehead. "This whole
thing lias been η sort of terrible nightmare to me, Mr. Godfrey. I'm hoping
that I may even yet wake up and And
that It was all ouly a dream."
Godfrey smiled a little bitterly.
"I'm afraid you won't do that, Mr.
Delroy," he eu Id, "but, at least, I believe you'll And that In the end It will
Iweep α great unbappiness out of your
life. And I'm sure that, with Mr.
Lester's help, I can clear Dryadale."
Thomas came to tell us that our trap
was waiting, and Délroy went down

the steps with us.
"I hope to have yoa here some time
Under more favorable circumstances,"
he said, and shook us both warmly by
the baud.
Evening bad come, and the darkness
deepened rapidly as we drove back

along the road to Babylon.
"\*e can't got a train till 8:42," said
Godfrey, "bo we'll have dinner at the
hotel and then go around for a talk
with our client. I think we hnve some
news that will cheer him up."
"It seemed to me," I observed, "that
It was not at all about bis arrest that
he was

drew np before the hotel. As we en
tered the otilce I saw the proprietor
cast a ouick iriance at α little fat man
with a round race, wno nau oeen leaning against the cigar stand and who
Immediately came forward to meet us.
"I am Coroner Heffelbower," be said,
with ati evident appreciation of his
own Importance. "I believe you are t'e

Lester here,
Royce, will represent Mr. Drysdale,"
explained Godfrey. "I am merely one

of his friends."
"The inquest, I believe, is set for tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock?" I

asked.
"Yes, sir; t'ough

Without

done—I had implicated an innocent
man—and it turned me a little faint for
a

moment."

"Had you ever met him?"
"Met him?" she repeated In surprise.
"Why, no."
"But he seemed to know you."
"Oh"—and she laughed again—"I had
a letter
a letter from him next day,
touching even, it
filled with

gratitude,

seems that my sister and I had helped
bis family—a mother and sister—without knowing it while he was away"—
"At Sing Sing. He's the most expert
blM
burglar in New York, but he's got
points too. Witness his takins

good
Thompson home that ulgbt."
"Yes; he wanted to do anythlug he
could to help me. I Intend to look up
Jimmy."
"Do. If you can reform him the
New York police force will be mighty

grateful."

1
"I'm going to try," she said. And
rather envied Jimmy.
Godfrey leaned back In his chair,

sigh

of satisfaction.
with a
"I think that clears up that affaii
pretty well." he said, "and that bringserious one
ue to the second and more
ash
And first, Miss Croydon, I want to
was Just the right
you If you ihluk it
tiling to let them march Jack Drys
wonl
dale off to prison when a single
from you might have euved him Γ

"Γ Ε*
I J

CHAPTER XXVIII.
1
P*OM me?" repeated Ml*
Croydon blankly. "A slnglt

J

OHB word from me?
yon,

I do not
Mr. God

say," demanded
"Do you mean
1
Godfrey with emphasis, "that you d<
1
not know where Mr. Drysdale wai

with
bave
Ev.-

dentiy this was a sore subject.
"No. sir." he answered; "we haven't

found it. I haf about come to t'e cou·
elusion t'at Drysdale t'rew It Into t'e

pay."
"But," I objected, "he'd hardly have
committed a murder in order to gain
possession of It ouly to throw It away."
"He would If my t'eory iss right
sir," returned the coroner, with some

spirit.

"What U your theory?" I asked.
"Xo mutter, 110 matter." auu ue wns
fairly bloated with self Importance.
"You will see tomorrow."

Godfrey wns looking at lilni, Ills
alight with mirth.
"I see." he broke lu. "Accept my

eves

Mr. Heffelbower. It is
the only theory which fits the case.
Don't you understand, Lester? Here's
a young man of wealth, who deliberately goes out and kills a man. steals
necklace and throws It into tlie
a
He attempts to establish no
o<ean.

compliments,

alibi; be refuses to answer questions;
after the murder he rages around in
his room and breaks things; he insults

the girl he's engaged to; quarrels with
his liest friend. Why, It's us plain as
day! A man who would behave like
thnt must be"—
"Crazy!" cried the coroner, beaming

admitting

that

insisted

us.

"Well?" asked the prisoner,
alone.

as

"Oh." said Godfrey. r< garding him
with a good humored smile, "you won't
be electrocuted this time—though I

must say you deserve It!"
"What," cried Dryedale, coloring
suddenly. "You don't believe"—
"That you killed Graham? Oh, no;
but you've made an unmitigated ass
of
my friend. I>i.l you have

yourself,

pleasant time Monday night kicking
out
your heels by the hour together

β

"Oh, I mutt

bee

him!" the cried.

him with a wild gesture.
"Oh, I must see him!" she cried.
"Something must be done"—
"Something shall be done," Godfrey
assured her, rising. "The real culprit
She

stopped

shall be In custody tonight"
"The real culprit?" The words arrested her attention.
"Who but Tremaine?"
"Tremalne? But be was In the bouse.
As you know, I talked with him for a
long time."
"That Is all, I think," «aid Godfrey.
"One thing more, Mr. Godfrey," she
said. "Do you think we'd better tell

Mr. Delroy tbe story?"
"Yes," answered Godfrey decidedly.
"Tell blm the whole story. That's al-

ways the best way and tbe safest Remember. your lack of frankness has
already cost one human life. Tour
sister has incurred no guilt She bas
committed no fault Her bus band will

bare nothing to forgive."
"And the public?"
"Tbe public? What bas tbe public to
do wltb It?"
"But I thought—you see—you"—
"Oh, you thought I would writ· It up
In the Record? I have no such IntenI shall let that
tion. Ml** Croydon.

This second one
will be enough—and, after all, Tremalne has only one life for the law to
first

tragedy

rest.

take."

"Pardon me," she said quickly, boldlug ou* her hand. "I see I have offended you. You must forgive me."
"Oh, I do," be said, taking ber band
and smiling Into her eyes—allowing

himself a moment's reward.

"Even a

bas
yellow Journalist Miss Croydon,
bis reticences. That's hard to believe,

Isn't It?"
"Not when one kuows them," she
answered, and opened the door for us.
Thomas was waiting In the hall.
"Anything else, sir?" be a \ed.
"No," said Godfrey. "We've lluished

here. Now lot us have our trap.".
We 8toji|»e.l a ino'.nent In (be library
to say gojdby to lnslroy. lie came
forward eagerly to meet Us.

at the

pergola?"

Drysdale (lushed again, but this time
It was with anger.
"Oh. so she told you. did she?" he
asked l>etween his teeth. "I dare say

good laugh together over
ftr
"Jack," said Godfrey calmly, "I pro
t«et you are becoming more and more
aalnlne! Haven't you sense enough
to see that that note—by the way, how
was it delivered to you?"
"I found It ou my dressing table

you had a

back from New York
Monday evening. What are ycu «It ivlug nt, Godfrey? If you've discovered
anything, for God's sake, tell me
when I

came

straight out!"
"I've discovered an run u.'lly l-.rge
consignment of bumble pie nwaltiuy
vour

consemiition.

You don't deserve

Grippe

to call

or

it, it

ι

magmlicent girl like that. Jack; ί

you don't. 1)υ you reiuctutiei
four last words to lier?"
"Yes," answered Drysdale, with a
u.dden lliuhing of the cheeks. "And
lie deserved theiu. Slie pot me out of
the Louse and spent the evening with
fremaiue. It was au indirect way of
telling me that she was tired of me.
I'd susi-ected it before."
Godfrey looked ut him pityingly.
"Renllj·, Jack," he said. "I'm half
iweer

inclined to thiuk the coroner's right
In his theory, after all."
"What Is his theory?"
"He thinks you're crazy."
Drysdale laughed a little, mlrthleu

laugh.
"Ferhnps lie's right," he suid.

"You'll he sure of it in a few minutes. It's inconceivable that any man
lu his right uiiud should suspect a girl
like Miss Croydon of such α thing."
Drysdale turned to him with eye·
bright with emotion.
"See here, Jim," he eaid, "you've had
four fun; you've tormented me long
enough. I>o you mean that Miss Croy·
ion didn't write the note?"
"I mean Just that."
"Theu who «lid ?"
"T reinalnc !"
The word brought Drysdale to hi*
feet like α thunder clap.
"Do you mean," he demau:!e<l, gripping his hands tight behlud Lisa, "that
Tremaint « ote the note and placed it
In my room in order to get me out of
the house''"
"1 do."
"And that Miss Croydon knew nothing about it?"
"Not a thing. She was waiting for
fou In the house. She thought you'd
lellberately broken an appointment
fou'd made with her."
Drysdale ground his teeth together
ind struck himself a savage blow In

the chest.

"Good God," he groaned. "What a
fool! What a perfect, muckle beaded
fool!"
"Go on." laughed Godfrey. "Do It
sackcloth and ashes; you deagain
lerve It all."
Do you think she'll
"Deserve it!
—

forgive me?"
"I shouldn't If I were in her place,"
Godfrey assured him. "I'd think myself well rid of you. I shouldn't want
îver

to marry nn idiot."
Drysdale cursed dismally to himself.
"Still," Godfrey added, "there's no
accounting for the whims of women—
there's no telling what they'll dj. May-

be, after this, you'll come nearer appreciating her i! s she deserve»;."
"Appreciating her!"

"You don't Kcem to have any curios-

ity as to how we're going to save that
precious neck oi yours," G > Ifrey ob-

served.
"Oh. damn my neck! What do I
care?
Godfrey, I've got to see her
right away. I've jrot to get down ou
my knees—crawl in the dust"—
"That's It!" nodded Godfrey approvingly. "You've caught the Idea. You
Utl^ill

\u

M'T-I

Ilia*

4» II

u- ·«"

.1

"Oh, tomorrow Ik.· hanged! I've >:ot
to see her right away. Jim! Isn't there

any way?"
Hi· was pacing furiously un and down
the cell, luting his nails, tearing his
hair. Could Trentaine have s «eu hiiu
then he wight have modified his estimate of hiin.
"There's no way." said (j κΐt'rev. "unless Miss Croydon herself should cu»·

iueoneei vahl.·
the
uilt
folly—hollo,
who's that?"
The outer door had Itceii !iu:ig ensiling back. There «v.ïne a rus!» of feet
down the corridor, a ·»·.· Ish of skirts.
"(J race!"
It was Drysdal/s voice aud he stj.kl
there like a man struck suddenly to
stone.
And she? 1 turned a little giddy as
I looked at her. at the shining eyes, at
the quivering, smiling lips.
Godfrey had sprung Instantly to his
feet.
voice
"Come, Lester," he said, in a
r opened the
t»ry gentle, as the jail
cell door, "we must caw h our train;
we've business In New Vo. s.'
that
Perhaps it was only my fancy
as (is
his step wn ; not wholly steady
went before me dowu the corridor,

[TO

U

COHTUUXO.]

Knicllah Ilea

Englishwomen

m

nil

Women.

inherently shy,

are

find halt the bad maimers with which
rewe are credited as a nation is the
sult of tills shyness. Englishmen suffer
from It to the same extent, only In
their case shyness is merely self consciousness and part and parcel of au
Immense

conceit.

—

London

one

Indies'

Field.

sun

lier Chnnce.

Wlfi*- Mrs. Flareup threw a flatlron
at ho: husband last ulglit because he
accidentally sat down ou her new bonNow, I couldn't do a thing like
net.
that. Husband—You couldn't? Wife—
Of course not. I haven't any new bonnet.
Took Her Part.
Mamma—You must always remember to take your little sister's part.
Tommy. Small Tommy—I do. I took
her pirt of the cake not five minutée

ago.—Chicago

News.

"My wife Is a most original woman,1"
said I'.rown. "Why. when I pro|>oee<l
to hor Instead of saving. This Is eo
sudden.' she said. 'Well, I think It'·
"
'bout time.'

of the moat

weakening

Scoffs Emulsion, which is Cod

Liver Oil and Hypophotphites in easily digested form, is the greatest strength-builder
known to medical science.

easily digested that it sinks into
the system, making new blood and new fat,
and strengthening nerves and muscles.
It is

U·

well"—

Influenza, whichever you like

diseases known.

j*

larly small one. Hut I li.uiiy I elieve
the jailer will release you on your
owu recognizance.
Maybe toutirrow,
after tlie inquest, If everything goes

soon

as we were

he con-

stopping

shall hardly get
T'e
ofer

was η famous New York detective, and
he gawd at him with respect nod α
little awe. He wan te I to «!!sci:.;8
again all the detail* of the tragedy,
but we got rid of him after awhile
and went in to dinner. Then we started
toward the Jail for a fi:i..l L.illi w!!b
Drys dale. Another Jailer had come on
duty, but he made no diliiculty about

quest?"

in the hall.

we

to t'e evidence before afternoon.
morning will be spent In looking
t'e scene of t'e crime."
"I understand," suid Godfrey
studied artlessness, "that you
found the missing necklace."
The coroner flushed α little.

Join him In u;t appetir^r;
to
WjflFT? he hud evident!;.· ju
KtEstfif the conclusion that Godfrey

tinued finally, "when you were «..-iked
to Identify Jimmy the Dude at the In-

consider—wishing only to disarm
as
suspicion—I described him roughly
I remembered him. When I was confronted with him at the inquest next
I had
day, I Instantly realized what

&

we

wnole story."
"You meau you told him part of it?"
"There has been a virtual separation
ever since Mr. Tremaine appeared."

to

of Graham

HlEFPELIiOWER

revive It"
"But how could you admit hie presence here?"
"How could we prevent it? It was
We
Mr. Delroy who brought him.
weren't strong enough to tell him the

passed

represent Mr. Dry*

CHAPTER XXIX.

never

"Because I did identify him."
"You did?"
"Yes—as the man I had seen talking
to the Janitor in the lower hall. I^et
I was
me explain, Mr. Godfrey. When
asked suddenly for a description of the
murderer, I was taken aback; I endeavored to think, to collect myself—
and I remembered the man 1 had

who

gentlemen

dule?"
"Mr.

with satisfaction. "I could not haf put
t'e case petter myself, sir!"
And Godfrey gravely bowed his
thanks at the compliment.

"And there weren't any papers?"
was a He. I saw I must
Invent one—that I must offer some explanation of my presence there."
"Did Tremaine keep his promise?"
"Not to bother my sister? Yes; he
mentioned it again only to assure me
that the past was dead—that be would

Godfrey paused reflectively.
"Why were you so agitated,"

worrying."

"It wasn't," agreed Godfrey. "Tlmt'i
what I meant."
The lights of Babylon gleamed out
ahead, and a few minutes later we

"No; that

I*™ understand
frey."
else can
to

Mat for look oa tW Btoo<
C L Hoot Ga* Lowal, Μ«

to be his wife?"

upstairs."

—

Take

Tremaine make certain proposais to
me. In short"—she hesitated and then
proceeded steadily with raised head—
"I may as well tell the whole truth.
Since the evening of that tirât tragedy
Mr. Tremaine has been persecuting
At the time I
me with bis attentions.
thought them merely Insulting; I see
now that be may bave been in earnest."
"I don't In the least doubt that he
was In earnest," agreed Godfrey. "Mr.
Drysdale, then, overheard him ask you

"You tried to get them the day after
the inquest, didn't you?"
"Yes; but the Janitor was so afraid of
me that he wouldn't even let me go

weaK, area, κιηχπκι leenngs
----

Monday ni;;lit; that you were not yourself the cause of hi· leaving the
house?"
She was staring at him with distended eyea.
"I the cause!" she repeated hoarsely
after a moment. "Mr. Godfrey, I will
tell you somethiug of which I had determined never to speak. When be left
the house that evening he deliberately
broke an appointment he bad made
with me—an appointment be bad prayed for. He bad happened to bear Mr.

so

Use Scott's Emulsion after
Influenza.
invalaabh tor Coughs mad Cold*.
ALL DRUGGISTS ι BOc. AND *1.00.
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THE OXFORD BEARS.

ESTABLISHED 1838.

Wert Ms.
Bemember the social which will be
h aid at Good Will Hill on Wednesday
evening of this week, Jan. 80th, trader
the auspioee of the Good Will Sooleto.
A farce entitled "Dr. Core-All" will be
given and there will also be instrumental
music and tableaux. There are ten people in the play beaides the dootor, all of

The funeral servioe of the late Hiram
Merrill who died Friday, Jin. 18th, wu
ïlie φχίονΰ
in
all
THE doinqs of the week
held Sabbath morning at 10 o'clock at
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
the hone of Mr. Warren E. Bnmpns and
SECTIONS OP THE COUNTY.
waa oondnoted by Rev. ▲. W. Pottle.
Mr. Merrill waa 78 yeara old and had
SOUTH PARIS, MAINS, JAN. 29, 1907.
MIIL
Paris
been married abont 50 yean, forty of
which had been spent aa a resident of
Hebron. ▲ few month· ago he and hi· whom
FORBES,
A ΤWOOD A

g«mocrat,

Uttm ud

wife came to

Proprietor·.

Tumi —<1.50 year If paid strictly In advaaee.
Otherwise $2.00 a year. Single copie· 4 cent*.
a

All legal advertisement!
DTKmsniKim :
Insertions for $1.80
given three connective
column. Special contracta
In
of
Inch
length
per
made with local, transient and yearly advertis—

are

er·.

New type, fast presse», electric
Jos Piume
power, experience*! workmen and low prioea
combine to make this department of our bualness complete and popular.
RIN«LE COPIES.

Single Copie· of the Democrat are four cent»
each. They will be mailed on reoelpt of price by
the publisher* or for the convenience of patroni
jingle copie· of each lwue have been placed on
•ale a) the following places In the County :

Drug Store.
Noyce' Drug Store.
Stone'· Drug Store.
Alfred Cole, Postmaster.
Δ. V. Lewi·, Insurance Office.
Mr». Harlow. Poet Office.
Samuel T. White.

South Part·,
Norway,

Shurtleff's

Buckileld.
Krycburg,

Parts Hill,
West Pari·,

Coming Event*.
Feb. 5.—Oxford
Pond.
NKW

Pomona

Grange,

Bryant'·

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Rexall "88" Hair Tonic.
The Underwood Typewriter.
There 1» Little Real Trouble.
Muslin Underwear Sale.
Your Own Choice.
Pine Tree Cough Syrup.

Sunday ** 10.-45 A. *.

àsy

Old Oxford Shares It.

being an agricultural and
producing County, must of
necessity share largely in any tide of
prosperity that concerns these industries.
Old Oxford,

lumber

That the basis of wealth is the soil no

successfully deny and no sane
observing man will attempt to.
That Oxford County is getting her proportion of the present unexampled prosperity that is spreading over the entire
country and contributing to its progress
from her land, her forests and her facman can

and

the winter with their

At two o'clock Sabbath afternoon ocStephen B. Rawson, one of Pirto Hill'·
oldest and most te· pec ted citizens, mi curred the funeral of little Leola Briggs,
found dead in bed at hia ho®ehe™
the seven yean old daughter and youngest child of Mr. Scott E. and Mrs. Clara
L. Briggs. She bad been 111 for some
time, but there was no thought but that
•he would recover until a few hours beda? night Tuesday morning,
fore her death. But the best medical
H ut chins, with whom he haa been living skill and the tenderest care could not
PMt year, went to bis room and hold the little one longer in this life.
discovered that he had quietly pwsed Leola was a beautiful child, amiable in
awav during the night with no indica- her disposition, quick to learn and a
tions that he had awakened from sleep. great joy and comfort to her parent·.
Πβ was the son of Levi and Lois (Wins- Three children now remain in tho home,
low) Rawson and wa. born May 4, 1830. Roy Weston, Daisy May, and Gerald
Mr. Rawson haa been a resident of Par s Irving. A very large company of kinIlill during his entire life. In his dred and friends were present. Rev. A.
younger days he drove a powder team W. Pottle conducted the service. Among
for the late Hon. Jar* is C. Marble, and those who wero present from out of
was also a cattle drover for many yeara town were Mrs. Nellie Hardy,
Mrs.
and afterwards employed considerably Estelle Briggs, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bonby the Paris Manufacturing Company. ney, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Brett from
Of late he has done more or less farming South Paris. The floral tributes were
and gardening and those who have em- beautiful and in good taste.
C. C. Withington and wife recently reployed him can testify to the very faiththorough and neat manner in which turned from a ten days' tour, visiting
was
he
was done.
Politically
Boston, New Tork and Portland.
a staunch adherent of the
Last Saturday, C. H. Prince and wife
Mr. Rawson was twice married, and A. J. Warren and wife visited Turner
nartv
wife being Ella Wpley
Centre Grange. They report a grand

jjg

vsttsz&zpbz
fofthe

ful

his'work

ESurst

da^hter

Legislative Hearings.

Probate Notices.
Hutches· Κ Ire Insurance Co.
Notice.
Phcntx Insurance Company.

spend

nieoe, Mrs. Warren E. Bnmpns, where
after a short illness he passed away. He
leaves a widow, two sisters and one H. Wardwell.
brother. The large attendance at the
Paul, a young son of Mr. and Mrs.
funeral indicated the high respect In Frank Verrlll of Trap Corner, Is rery 111
with typhoid pneumonia.
which the deceased was held.

A. E. rOKBIS.

ÛWMI M. ATWOOD.

distinguished and Interesting
patients, with one exception of the offioe
maid. The part of the eminent and successful physician will be taken by Mr. H.
are

meeting.
The

Buckfield Historical Club met

Tuesday

Churchill, both of Norway, ώοοηβ#
ter, Mrs. John Garland, who liveswith
her daughter, Mrs. Loreu B. Merrill, in
this village. Mrs. Garland is the laat
remaining member of a family of ten
children. Mr. Rawson was an »nd"s·
trious, bard working and trustworthy
man and his death removes another of
the landmarks of a past
Paris Hill. His tnuts were such as to
inspire the friendship of all and the
enmity of none. The funeral was conducted by Rev. E. 0. Taylor, pastor of
the Baptist church, at his lateι
Thursday afternoon. Interment at Hill

ΚβηβΓ»^°° ^

taj·

afternoon with Mrs. Daniel
Murch. They are still pursuing the
study of English History.
Mrs. Emma Davee was suddenly called
to Livermore this week by the unexpected death of her husband's sister, Mrs.

Page.

Rev. J. E.

Oklahoma,

Lang and
the

are

wife of Kingfisher,
guests of J. A.
is a niece of Mrs.

Rawson. Mrs. Lang
Rawson.
Good Faith Rebekah Lodge, No. 40,
I. O. O. F., installed their officers for the
ensuing term Tuesday evening. About
40 members were present and following

quiet

home

wedding

a

the mercury
Chaplain—Mr·. A. J. Wamn.
extent are the thermometers of local inat lower altitudes, all former Paris Hill
The enterprising Portland and Rumdustrial conditions. The deposits in records of low temperature have been
ford Falls Railway Company illustrated
several
smashed
and
her
banks
one
of
degrees
by
savings
every
the deep interest it feels in the conthe older inhabitants; the »o*«et r®" venience and welfare of the
savings departments of other banking
public, and
below
twenty
degrees
being
ported
the manner in which tbey cater to secure
institutions have constantly increased aa against a
previous record of bfteen or their patronage by the way they conand are still increasing, notwithstanding
Florida tourist may well ducted the
special theatre train last
the low rate of interest that has been congratulate himself that be is located Tuesday. With their "peanut engine"
Maine
between
medium
the
op
happy
and an overloaded train they drew into
paid, until the point has now been reach- and
It's Swettenham on one
Lewieton two hours late, and returning
ed where every savings institution in end and freezin'ham on the
other, and the theatre
goers did not reach home
Oxford County will at its next semi- yet we prefer this end.
No doubt
until Wednesday morning.
„
Mrs Geo. M. Atwood and Master
annual dividend period, in all probaof
the road on that occasion
the patrons
last week visiting relaRaymond
spent
interest
their
rate
of
concluded
increase
the
paid
they got
money's worth
bility,
at Dixfield. Mr. Atwood joined
to its depositors by at least a half of one them there the last of the week end for once at least·. But they eaw, part at
least, of "The Lion and the Mouee."
per cent.
spent Sunday with them.
The average apple shipment from thia
who
and
Πβίβη
Misses
Josephine Cole,
In connection with the general subject,
station for the last four weeks has
in the
successful
teachers
been
have
the following from so high a source as
averaged about 500 barrels a week.
Paris schools, will go this week to atLarge amounts of fire and pulp wood are
the Scientific American, is of special tend Gorham Normal School.
being yarded at the station for future
value and interest at this time:
Miss Ruth I. Stearns is visiting friends
shipment. The new baggage master at
Any review of the technical and scien- in Massachusetts and Connecticut.
the station is Mr. Α. V. Deck worth, takThe Ladies' Baptist Circle will meet
tific progress of the past year must
ing the place of Mr. C. S. Reed resigned.
necessarily take note of the truly phe- in Cummingi Hall P^day ovening,
Mrs. D. Blake Keen is mucii improved
at
will
served
be
nomenal tide of prosperity, which has (Feb. 1st.) Supper
in health and is about the house. She is
hie
will
take
Loren
Merrill
continued to rise steadily throughout 0*30. Mr.
still with her daughter, Mrs. Gautier.
the year, and shows at its close no signs Victor talking machine and entertain
Mrs. Dennison of Harrison is the guest
ο
With
.
tbo»
Rr-t
of abatement. An analysis of the causes
of Mrs. V. P. DeCoster.
ten
cents.
Admission
records.
to
Supper
it
be
founded
shows
of this prosperity
free to all those that contribute for the
VII VVII TT WW·
upon the rapid and very thorough dethat possibly 0. A. M. and
velopment of the abundant natural re- table·. Sociable after the entertainment.
Thinking
sources of the country, and among these, All are cordially invited.
bis friends in Florida would like to
Mark Ρ Shaw, who had an operation
undoubtedly, the most important factor
know bow tbe weather continues up
has been that of agriculture. Never be- for appendicitis at the Maine General here in this north-east corner of Uncle
fore, in the history of the United States, Hospital last week, is making good re- Sam's farm, will say it is yet "right
have the farming interests been so favorkule," the thermometer showing a
P. Hammond, Ernest F. Shaw, E.
ably situated; and the excellent contemperature during the past week, rangatand
L.
Shaw
Charles
ditions are attributable to a series of Berton Curtis
ing from 8 below on the 22d to 13 below
at
PortConvention
tendod
the
Pythian
abuudant harvests, which have enabled
on tbe 24th; and to all appearance the
land
last
week.
the farmers not only to get rid of heartend is not jet. But we can thaw out
T
Miss Persis N. Andrews is in Los
breaking mortgages, but to restock their
and limber up just a little by thinking
a
few
weeks.
for
California,
manew
better
Angeles,
and
farms, purchase
that there is only one week more in
Mrs. Sylvan Shurtleff, who died in
chinery, surround themselves *·. ith more
January, that February is a short month,
of the comforts and even luxuries of Portland last week, was a native of and then comes in one that "beareth tbe
life, and in many of tbe states roll up Paris Hill. An extended notice ap- gentle name of spring," although it may
ία me soutn rana news.
very considerable bank deposits. The pears
give us one or two zero mornings as it
development of the mineral resources
did last year.
Lovell.
of the country, also, has been unArthur Tracy sold his stock, farming
It ie not in the memory of man when
tools and hay at auction last Thursday,
paralleled; while in many of the leadIn
as
ran
so
low
this
the
village
mercury
ing branches of manufacture, factories
the 17tb, and will find a new home in
and plants have been run to their full one or two mornings of the past week, the near future. If President Roosevelt
44
below
from
32
to
degrees
could see Mr. Tracy's family we hardly
capacity, and many of them are several ranging
months behind their orders. Without zero, and still everybody as far as that think he would accuse him of race suiand
looked
comfortable
was
inupon
is
sufficient
to
pretty
going into details, it
cide, since he has six children equally
a good joke.
stance the steel industry, where con- upon it as rather
divided in sex, the oldest one a daughter
There is much of sickness here. Many
ditions are such, that in the closing
ten years of age; and rather a nice famimonths of 11Ό6, some of the mills, and cases of grippe, severe colds and Ger- ly of children they are.
particularly those devoted to the manu- man measles.
Charles Carter, whose death was reMrs. Elwell Andrews, who went refacture of steel rails, were so overloaded
last week, was formerly a citizen
ported
is
detained
a
visit
to
on
Fryeburg,
with orders that their total output up to cently
of this town, ran the Locke's Mills hotel
sickness.
with
there
meet
the end of 1907 will barely serve to
a while and was one of the selectmen
Mrs. Otis Andrews has returned from
tbe demand.
for several years. He leaves a widow
Lawrence.
but no children.
Mrs. Porter Keniston, Mrs. H. W.
Hon. L. Β. Waldron.
Thomas Green has taken the job of
Palmer and Mrs. Mellen Eastman are on
The many friends and former townssticking up the spool strips at the Pond,
the sick list.
of
Dexter
and has hired Lester Morgan to assist in
people of Hon. L. B. Waldron
On Wednesday evening, Muriel, the
will be pleased to notice bis pleaxant
the work.
of W. C. Bassett,
countenance among the portraits of the youngest daughter
seemed ill and on Thursday morning apBorn
to
the
Byron.
legislature.
representatives
to be breaking out with German
in Bucktiold, son of James Xeal and peared
Tbe funeral of Mies Rosette Shaw was
but
was
called
measles.
A
physician
Sarah (Hanson) Waldron, and educated
held Jan. 17tb, attended by Rev. G. B.
serious was discovered. Ho
at Hebron Academy, he settled in Dexter nothing
The
Uannaford of Rumford Falls.
came in again at 8 o'clock in the evenin 1880, since which time he has been
casket was covered with beautiful flowers
condition.
about
the
same
found
and
one of the most successful lawyers in ing
aud
fern· brought by relatives and
Soon after she began to fail. About two
the state. His motto has always been
friends from Auburn.
came in and she
o'clock the
physician
C. A. Young of West Minot and C. Π.
"Honesty and integrity before anything died
immediately after. Tbe death
else." Standing staunch and fearless on
of Livermoro were in town to be
comes as a severe blow to tbe family Young
the temperance question, he has steadily
at the funeral of their aunt, Miss
and a shock to the community. She was present
his
since
Rosette Shaw.
opposed the rum element
eleven years of age.
earliest manhood. A firm friend of the
Mr. and Mrs. Jothara Shaw are on the
Dr. G. A. Allen has been ill for the
"common people," he has always kept
list and aro attended by Dr. Stansix weeks and unable to drive out. sick
in touch with them, and is justly proud past
wood
of Rumford Falls.
Herman Holt injured his hand by its
of the staunch support which he has
Our
mighty fox hunter·, Mr. A. S.
a chain hook, but it is
caught
by
being
received from them.
Young and £. E. Knapp, went fox huntwell now.
doing
For many years he was judge of the
ing recently. They got one rabbit and
lot· of experience.
municipal court of Dexter, member of
West Sumner.
the Republican County Committee, and
Buckskin Sam and his dog were in
The regular annual meeting of the
of the Town Committee. Twice a canditown over Sunday.
Oxford
and
Telehe
was
each
time
Telephone
County
date for postmaster,
Mrs. J. A. Pressey is reported very ill
defeated by the machinations of the graph Co. will be held at West Sumner, with erysipelas.
at 10 o'clock A. m. in Proctor
Jan.
30,
times
the
both
receiving
ring, although
Dickvale.
support of six-sevenths of the patrons of Hall. Dinner will be served on that day
the office. Mr. Waldron is very promi- in the Univeraalist vestry by the ladies
is visiting in DixMrs.
Bisbee
Myrtle
of
tbe
Dinner
20 ceuts.
Baptist Circle.
uent in Masonic circles being, Uigh
fleld.
Priest of Saint John's Koyal Arch Come and bring your friends.
Simeon Morrill is boarding several of
Tbere was a dance in Proctor Hall
Chapter.
the men who are drawing white bircb.
Always a loyal son of Oxford County, Friday evening of last week. Music was
Chas.
Cooledge has two boarders.
his proudest boast is that be is an 'Ox- furnished by Wm. Glover, violin, Fred
Ernest Sturtevant is hauling bircb.
Bennett, cornet, and Elmer Tuell, organ.
ford Bear" and a "Bucktield boy."
This community was saddened by the
The S. Β. K. Club was entertained by
W.
Mrs.
Clark Thursday afternoon. It new· of the death of Miu Josephine
who was the teacher of a
Judging by reports that come from had been postponed one week on account Sftuderson,
various parts of northern and eastern of cold weather and bad walking. The winter term of school here three or four
Maine the deer are going to suffer great- attendance was small. The recent earth- years ago. She won the friendship and
of
this winter from the
at
and the famine in esteem of both pupils and parents.

^ro

îfxteen. Ou?
Jamaica1.

tives

C°£j.

ly

depredations

the bob cat and Canadian lynx. The
latest reports come from no farther
away than Vorcross and tell of four deer
being found killed by a pair of lynxes
which have been making their haunts in
that vicinity all winter and are very
bold, says the Bangor Commercial. Reports of a similar nature come from
other and widely separated sections and
it seems as if those big cats are more
numerous in the state this winter than
they have been for a long time.

A Maine company ia now manufactur-

ing turpentine from spruce pulp waste.
Southern pine has hitherto formed al-

the entire source of supply for this
It is said that
turpentine
obtained as a by-product in the spruce
pulp industry fulfills alt the requirements of the article extracted from the
Southern pine, and is so closely allied to
it that the average consumer cannot distinguish between them. The material
now utilized in the manufacture of this
most

product.

quake

Kingston
subjects

China were

for discussion. The

meeting will be with Mrs. Ε. 6.
Small, Feb. 7th.
next

News

was

received

Monday

of the

death of Mrs. Lydia Bisbee at Camden.

Tbe deceased was born in West Sumner
and was 81 years old. She had resided
in Camdeu many years. She is survived
by one son, Dr. Frank Bisbee, of Camden, an· I several brothers, all of whom
are in the west except one, John Heald,
who lives here. Mr. Heald left Tuesday
morning for Camden to attend the
funeral.
Henry Young is reported as failing.
We missed the genial locals of the
Greenwood correspondent last week.
The village school taught by Mias M.
A. Heald closed Saturday, tbe 20th. W.
H. Eastman, supervisor, was in this part
of the town Friday visiting schools.
Peru.
Marshall Babb moved Mr. and Mrs.

took

place

at

THIS DU AO BKCA Β LB DIABASE.
In no other w»y can catarrh be cored
and quickly as by the nee
m

natorallj

of Hyomel breathed through the neat
pocket Inhaler that come· with every
outfit.
In thle way all the air that enters the
Regular Prioe
nasal passage·, the throat or the Inngs,
$ .57
le filled with Hyomel'· healing medica- Unbleached Linen, Clover Leaf Design,
"
.67
...
··
"
Pansy
tion, reaching the most remote air cell·
44
.62
"
...
44
Polka
of the reeplratory organe, and eoothlng
44
.82
44
...
44
Rose
and healing the Irritated mucoae mem*
.57
...
brane.
Silver bleached Linen, Clover Leaf Design,
44
.82
"
44
...
44
So strong le F. A. Shartleff & Co.'s
(Roses
1.00
faith in the power of Hyomel to core Bleached Linen, Rosea and Ferns Design,
1.00
"
"
catarrhal troubles, that with every dolCarnations Design,
lar outfit they eell, they give a guarantee
Besides many others at corresponding prices.

ish."

"Then I presume you are getting on
llsease developed rapidly after an attack
all right with yours, dear?" her friend
>f measles. She will be mi seed by ber
Inquired.
many young friend·, for she possessed a
"Why. of coarse I am! Anybody
moat lovable disposition and was alwaya
deal at a rethoughtful of others. She will be much would if they would Justwife declared.
mined by the Chriatlan Endeavor where liable place," the young
ihe was untiring In her efforts for its "Now, there is my grocer," she conidvanoement A young and active life tinued; "he is just as obliging and
iras cut ahort by the development of
as can be. The other day I

thoughtful
consumption, and her many friends will ordered α
cherish a loving memory of her unselfcame

dozen oranges, and when
1 found there were but eleven in the bag, so when I went to the
store again I told him so.
"
'Why, yes, ma'am,' be said, Ί know

they

ish lifè.

SCIBKTIFIO WAT TO CUM

SB2TSIBLK AKD

trouble
young wives having so much
with butchers and growers and being
cheated nud all that Is Just too fool-

Κ-formed

Sale Prie»
47c.
49c,

52c.
71c.
49c.
7lCi
gr>c.
85c.

unless it cures.

to refund the

Teeth.

Artificial

S. B. & Z. S. Prince,

CHARLES L. BUCK,

Bank

of P. meeting

their installation Jan.25th.
John B. Foster thinks of moving to
Bethel where he will have charge of a
boarding house at the spool mill.
Charles B. Harlow is selling books in
this section.
Abner Benson is logging from the lot
on the S. G. Sweetzer farm.
Bert Whitman is reported as improving. C. O. Blake, a Portland nurse, is
taking care of him.
Elon G. Whitman and wife will make
their home with their son, Reuben M.
Whitman, of this village.

West Bethel.
dreary?
Patience yet!

"Ie the road very

Reat will be aweeter If thou art weary,
And after the night cometh the morning cheery;
Then bide a wee, and dlnna fret.
"The clouda have allver lining,
Don't forget ;
And though He'a hidden, atlll the aun la ahlnlng,
Courage! lnatead of teara In vain repining.
Just bide a wee, an 1 dlnna fret."

"How bright the aklea! how clear the air!

Though short anil cold theae winter days,
Within, our cheerful hearth'a bright blaze

Shoda aunimer'a warmth and aunahlne

Changeable

and

unhealthy

ence S. Car).
Selection by the Glee Club.
Prof. Ray Talbot, director.
Carrie L. Chase, accompanist.

Miss Gertie George is
In Boston.

Best, safest and cheap-

He Is usually
few lessons.
healthy, makes the best kind of α
watch dog, and his ability to catch and
kill rats and other vermin is another
story. In symmetry, size and character
a

visiting friends

very

Call and ask about them.
Exchange on Boston or

there."

j
1

at

Norway National Bank.

weather.

Patient

)U

1

~

1

1

The winter term of our village school,
Miss Elva Kendall of Bethel teacher,
closes next Friday.
Eggs are becoming quite plentiful, and
the price has declined one-third since
Christmas, now being sold for 24 cents
per dozen.
Mrs. Sarah W. Brown went to Berlin,
Ν. H., Monday, where she intends spending the remainder of the winter with her
sister, Mrs. Elsina Coffin.
E. R. Briggs is conducting a department of original puzzles in Farm Young
Folks, and will send that magazine a
whole year to any address for 15 cents in

Peter Gilbert o( Waterviile waa

Noah Kimball of North Kittery,
bad been missing from home for 10 days,

found in a swamp on the outskirts
of the town Thursday frozen to death.
He was about 45 years old, and a widower with seven children.
was

After suffering intense agony 12 hours
with burns sustained by the ignition of
her dress by a stove, Mrs. William Orsutt died at her home at North Mariaville Friday, at the age of 75 years.
Joseph C. Frost, her son-in-law, was
badly burned while extinguishing the
flames. Mrs. Orcutt leaves two married

a horse is L. D. Grover.
Wheelbarrows are used in summer and handsleds in winter by the farmers.

Norway

Norway

Lake.

Lake Woman's Club will
meet with Mrs. C. A. Stephens Feb. Oth.
Mothers' Club will meet at the hall
Jan. 20.
Alton Frost is sick with measles.
Mrs. Ο. M. Cummingsof Norway visited her sisters, Mrs. Knight and Miss
Partridge, a few days recently.
Mrs. Benj. Tucker was called to Farm
ington recently on account of the severe
illuese of her daughter, Mrs. Arthur

Tucker.

Kenneth

Auburn.

Watson

Lewis Buswell is

Tucker.

has gone back to

working

for

Benj.

North Paris.
Mrs. A. T. Hollis and little Carl have
been visiting her mother, Mrs. Rosetta

Ryerson, recently.

Mrs. Β. K. Dow fell recently and hurt
her side so as to lame her quite badly
Mr. Francis A. Littlehale and Miss
Alice Kimball of South Woodstock were
married Saturday, Jan. 19, at South
Paris by Rev. Mr. Chesbro.
Floyd, the little eon of Fred Stevens,
cut himself quite badly with an axe
recently. Dr. Yates dressed the cut and
the boy Ts doing as well as could be

expected*

Denmark.

Cold weather prevails and the mercury
is down to 40 and 40 in this vicinity.
The Rev. Mr. Boyed from Delaware is
a candidate for pastor of this church

and will be at the church for two Sun-

days

more.

Mrs.
Perley Bradbury la visiting
friend* in this place.
Mr. William Allen met with a bad and
painful accident Thursday by having his
hand jAmmed by a cake of ice falling
Brownfleld.
upon it, and was takeu to Brownflela
First Congregational ohurch, Rev. Dr. for surgical treatment.
James J. G. Tarr, minister. Sunday,
Mrs. Hoeea Allen is reported as quite
Feb. 3,1907, morning worship at 10:45, sick.
with eermon by the pastor, "An UnconA case of measles is reported at I. N.
scious Christian." Sunday School at 12 Smith's.
at
with
o'clock
M.
7
Evening worship
sermon by the pastor, "A Wedding InEast Waterford.
vitation." All are cordially invited to
A large number attended the funeral
these services. A praise service will
Sunday of Josephine Sanderson. Those
precede the sermon.
from away were: Marsena Hapgood of
A large and enthusiastic mass-meeting
Mr. and Mrs. D. R. Hastings
was held in the Congregational church Boston;
and Mrs. Marshall Hastings of Auburn;
Sunday evening. Rev. A. S. Bisbee of eighteen of her classmates
at Bates, fonr
Portland, who was to have delivered tbe of whom acted aa bearers.
Only the ill
address, was detained by illness, and Dr. health of President Chase
prevented his
Tarr of the Congregational ohurch took
but a letter from bim was
his place, speaking on "Resubmission,— attendance,
read by Rev. Dr. Marston of the Pine
Excela Spirit of an Unclean Devil."
Street Congregational church of Lewislent musio was rendered by the choir
ton of which the deceased was a memand Union, and aolos by Mr·. Howard
ber.
Dr. Marston, who spoke for an
Wakefield and Mr. Carl Blake. Prayer
tribute to Miss Sanderson's
was offered by Rev. Mr. Clough and the hour, paying
worth, was assisted by Rev. Mr. Rumball.
Scripture read by Rev. Mr. Harrington. There
was a profusion
of beautiful
Résolutions were passed unanimously
flowers from the following:
by the meeting, calling upon tbe legis- Guy V. Aldrlch— Han>
and callaa.
lature to oppose resubmission.
Father—Wreath of white pinks.
Mother—Wreath of Ivy.
Brothers and alaters—Cross.
East Sumner.
Class of 1907—Pillow.

that town, got bold of some strychnine
pills intended for a tonic, and within an
hour's time had died from the effects ef
the dose. Doctors were called to the
kid of the little fellow but they were
unable to do anything, the dose having
been large enough to kill ten men, as
the physicians state.
HOW TO CURE CHILBLAINS.

"To enjoy freedom from chilblains,"
writes John Kemp, East Otisfleld, Me.,
"I apply Bucklen's Arnica Salve. Have
ilio used it for salt rheum with excellent
results."
Guaranteed to cure fever
indolent ulcers, piles, burns,
sores,
wounds, frost bites and skin diseases.
25c. at F. A. Shurtloff A Co.'s drug
j tore.

The itemized expenses incurred by
Warden Norton in the pursuit and recapture of Francis, the uegro convict,
ire being put into form and the aggreThis, of
gate will be about $1400.
sourse, does not include the reward of
1100 offered by Warden Norton or the
nme.amount offered by the government.
THE RIGHT NAME.

Mr. August Sherpe, the popular overseer of the poor, at Fort Madison, la.,
lays: "Dr. King's New Life Pills are
rightly named; they act more agreeably,
io more good and make one feel better
khan any other laxative." Guaranteed
to cure biliousness and constipation.
i5c. at F. A. Shurtleff A Co.'s drug store.
Slave*

l:i

fcotlarJ.

Were then* onee slaves I:i Scotlaudl
A volume ou ÎVottlsh industrial and
toclul history In the eighteenth nud
iiiueteeuth centuries has some passages
the subject:
"It shocks ua very much to learn
that the men, anil even the wotneu,
trho worked In the coal mines at tbnt
in

time—1. e., the eighteenth ceutury—iu
Scotland still continued to be, as of
>ld, little better tbau slaves. By η
law passed by the Scottish parliament

η 100G every man who once went to
work In a coal mine was bound to Int>or in It all his life as a "necessary
lervant" If he tried to run away he
If
tvas tried and puulsbed as a thief.
the laud was sold ou which the coal
;>lt stood In which he worked he was

sold with it like any of the machinery
>f the pit. In 1775 an act of parliament was passed which set free iikw
>f the pit workers, but it was not till
the end of the century that thli form
it slavery was

Not

quite abolished."
Innovent.

"Tommy. I'm going to punish you
severely."

"What for. pa'/"
"Now. dou't try that Inuoceuce game.
I know all the. bad things you've doue

today."
"No, you don't, pu. You dou't know
where Ί hid the strap you whack me
irlth."
Cure For Profanity.
The cure for profanity—reformers
md educators please make a note—Is
merely wit enough to handle your
ivords so that swearing will seem like
baby talk In comparison.—Patriot

One might call employment agencies

be laboratories In which human Uvea
ire

vivisected.—Phelps.

44

44

44

price $7.50,.. .now $5.98
5.00,.. .now $3.87
44

44

4.00,..

.now

F. PLUMMER,

J.

31 Market

$2.95

eased with rheumatie poison, there is
way on earth to get relief
than through the use of Urio-O. Uric-0
U · harmless liquid internal remedy,
taken in email doses three times a day,
a drop of alcohol,
and does not

Furnisher,

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone

your system is filled with neuralgia,
and if your blood and kidneys are dis-

ΙΟβ-3.

no surer

qpntain

poisons.
,or other dangerous
simply a cure for Sciatica,
Articular
and
j
Muscular, Inflammatory
Bhfumatiem. They all yield readily to I
Urie-0 treatment Your Druggist
Uric-0 at il.00 per bottle. If he doec
Uot keep the remedy, you can obtain
the same by addressing the makers of I

°P}um,
Urio-0

is

nkftdu.TS?

Fr,»l0n,e.eo,(^

Cord

your life?"
"Certainly, my dear sir," replied the
victim; "fire away. I shall be delighted
to listen to you."
Accordingly the life assurance man
delivered a lecture of nearly half an
hour's duration on the advantages of
life assurance, setting forth all the reasons why his listener should Insure his
life Immediately for a large amount

d1dooo*paky·

Stove Wood and I
Coal at
South Paris, Maine.

Τ LOW
—

PRICE

ON

to close out odd

patterns and clean I
ν

up stock.

We have

Corner Mai» arxf 0«nforth Sts.y

NORWAY,

Maine.

■■

on our

wool Blankets, Puffs,

center counter

Dry Goods and
prices that will

small wares, marked at
sell. This lot contains all

our

cotton and

Wrappers.

Also a mixed lot of Children's Underat half

N.

price.

Dayton Bolster & Co.,
βσ MARBLBT

SQUARE,

PARIS,

MAINE.

Your Own Choice
The cream separator you choose will surely
be the one that makes you say "It's the best
I ever saw." That is what you'll say when
you see

THE

Chas. F. Ridlon,

placed

lot of Remnants in

SOUTH

—

Wool Carpets

Even the laltu.

NEXT 15 DAYS.

wear

A. W. Walker & Son's,

On one occasion when the famous
Nasr-ed-dlu was pressed for money he
went to the sultan for permission to
levy a tax of a penny on every man In
Turkey who was afraid of his wife.
The sultan gave him leave, and at the
end of a few months Nasr-ed-dlu returned with a hundred mules laden
with gold. "But what am 1 to get out
of all this?" Inquired the sultan. "I
have brought you a beautiful Georgian
slave," replied the sage. "Hush!" said
the sultan, glancing over his shoulder.
"Dou't let my wife hear!" And the
wily Nasr-ed-dlu Hedja added another
penny to his store.

AND SMALL WARES FOR THE

a

Wood,

CLEAR-

JANUARY

ANCE SALE OF DRY GOODS

I

Edgings,

Appreciating Wagner.
"The Ring of the Niebelungen" was
first produced In London under the
special patronage of King Edward VII.
when he was Prince of Wales. Ho
loyally remained In his box from beginning to end, although be confessed afterward tbnt It was tho hardest work
he ever did. When Wotan camo on the
darkened stage to an accompaniment
of discords the prince took a doze and
an hour later was awakened by a double forte crasb of the large orchestra.
He fell asleep again, but In fifteen minutes was startled by another tremendous crasb and found Wotan still singing against time. After the performance the prince told the manager In
great confidence that If there was a
Wotan In other Wagner operas be
would withdraw bis patronage.

ANNUAL

and recommeoded in!
W«"
»> '■ A.

Slab Wood,

When he was done the other man said:
"Well, that's not bad, but nothing
new."
"Nothing new?" asked the life assurance man. "What do you mean?"
"Oh, well." said the other, "you see,
I'm a life assurance agent myself, and
I wanted to see If you had any new
Ideas to give me."

SHARPLES TUBULAR.

You'll
You'll say it because you believe it.
say it because—standing right beside the Tubular—you'll appreciate the great advantage of
the waist low supply can, wholly enclosed self
oiling gears and simple bowl hung from a fricYou'll say it because
tionless ball boaring.
the Tubular Is built not only to last a life time,
and do its work perfectly, but also because the Tubular is built to do its
Let me show you this
work most easily, and is most easy to care for.
wonderfully simple machine and give you a catalog describing it thoroughhow it will Increase your dairy profits 35 to 100 per cent.
and

ly

telling

T. M. DAVIS, South Paris, Maine.

Quitte fire Insurance Ce.,

Manager Oxford County Creamery.

Poo*hkeepele, New Work.

ASSETS, DUC. «I, ΙβΟβ.
«
*
Mortgage Loan·,...
Stock·«nd Honda
V.V.V.V."
utah la Office «ηα Dank.
;'"!"'·'·
Avenu· iUlance·,..
Intereatand Beau,
SZHIZ'.'."

îoÏtSm
»

μτλμ

"il?»

Oeduet ltema
« ec«HBsi
Admitted Aaaeta,
LIABILITIES, DEC. 31, ιβοβ.
a»·*s a,mm
Set Unpaid Loue·,
·—f
Premium·
"
"
^«jesrned
111 other Liabilities,
2uh Capital,.
* ms 87
Surplus orer all LlaMlitie·,II".*.

Exeeptlo·.
The topic of debate at the Poets'
club meeting was, "Which of the Sexes
The One

Happl*

Total Liabilities and 8nrplm,
W. J. WHEELER ft CO.. Ami·.
South Parla. Main».
_

A

new

Lot

Plumbing Goods. The best of
>ak woodwork for closets. No old
goods. Call and see this line. JobNo
Needed.
>ing promptly attended to.
neat and pretty Uttl· :narge for team.

Not
"I have here κ
letter opener." began the agent
"So bave I at home/' said the boat*
ηms man sadly. "I'c married.*

"

Specific

sure

"I think," said a woman called upon
to speak on the feminine side, "that
there Is no doubt that man contributes
most to the life happiness of woman—
that is" (upon second thought) "unless
he happens to be her husband."

"

GIVE US A CALL.

nature flashes to you for help. There
le but one
way to overcome this poisonous foe, and that |s a thorough treatUric O. If
ment with Smith's

Wrong Man.
"Now, my dear sir," said the life assura nee agent persuasively, "I wonder
If I might put before you oue or two
powerful reasons why you should in-

noes?"

former

"

$2.98
$t-99
$3.00 Reefers,.. .$1.37

Bargains also In Men's Overcoats.

the musoles controlling
Don't neglect these warnings, for they are the danger algnals

The

Life's

small lot children's

tightly

see a moccasin dive under the coat which he had been using
for a pillow. Armed with sticks, they
dragged the coat away, but saw only
the hole into which the snake bad glid-

to

3.00 Suits,

to

Boys' Overcoats,

Sipi· organ.

Just In time to

Most

ι

■hooting- pal a* throughout the body,
•specially around the region of the
means that poisonous uric
and rheumatic acid· are there ready to

senior officer.
"Don't move, John, till I say three."'
ordered the senior sharply. "Then
seize my hauds and spring to your feet
One. two, three!"
At the word Dr. Perry Jumped, and
be never made a cleauer leap. He was

Contributes

$2.50

a|

There 1· freat danger In those sharp,

One docs not oftea attribute the rlr·

$3-39

and 500 Suits,
$3.25,3.5° and 4.00 Suits,

Te Frae and Correct tb· Bio>4
URIC-0 Treetmeat I·
Advised

Snake.

prices.

$4.50

POISONING

ed. The surgeon had accidentally blockdaughters.
ed the entrance to the reptile'· abode,
A particularly sad case of accidental
stamps.
the
Starting from this village south on the poisoning took place in Hampden Thurs- and It had lain all colled under
Flat road, there are nine families keep- day afternoon, when Albert Tracy, in- back of his neck, waiting patiently for
ing eleven cows, but the only person fant son of Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Tracy of him to move so It could enter.
having

at very low

RHEUMATIC ACID

weight Is to a pouud or so, though
roughly Hpcnklng. It may be said that
be should not seule over twenty pounds.
—Lugeue R. Cole In Home Magazine.
Λ

STANDI

TBI HEART CAI'T

up

Maine Newt Note*.

at greatly reduced prices to
make room for our spring
stock. This is a great opportunity to get good suits

New York in any amounts

Oxford Grange installed their officers
Saturday evening, Mr. Blanchard of Au- his work-general shape, size and conburn installing officer. Frederic Robie tour are the main points, and If a dog
Grange and others were present, and a can gallop and stay and follow his fox
supper was served.
a drain It matters little what his

over-stocked with

are

Children's Suits and during
this month shall sell them

of money by mail.

sums

Oxford.
the dog must present a generally gay,
Ethel Cook, only daughter of James lively and active appearance. The terI
and Marcia Cook, died suddenly of ap- : rler, like the foxhound, must on no ucpendicitis in Florida, where she had count be "leggy," nor must be be too
bad gone but a short time before, aged I
short in the leg. He should stand like
about 20 years. She was brought home
a cleverly made hunter, covering a lot
by her brother, Everett Cook, and her
funeral was held on Wednesday. She of ground, yet with α short back, as
was a very attractive,
intelligent girl ! before stated. He will then attain the |
and had been a teacher in the schools in highest degree of propelling power, toI
Her sudden gether with the greatest length of I
this and other towns.
death was a great shock to her many
stride that is compatible with the
friends and much sympathy is felt for
length of his body. Weight Is not a certhe family.
tuin criterion of α terrier's fitness for |

The mombers of the M. E. society
with invited guests had a church supper
Wednesday eveniug at the vestrv, with
music and readings.
Chauncey Farnbam is very sick.

We

est way to send small

fatally tue of patience to a snake. "Letters
Willis Thurston is night watchman in Injured Friday by being run over by a
From u Surgeon," however, contain an
the mill of Merrill, Springer & Co.
in
the
railroad
yard.
shifting engine
anecdote In wtiicb Its existence is evlAfter the cold enow β tor m on Tuesday
The boiler of a portable saw mill at
laat Wednesday gave us nine hours of
dcut. Dr. Terry, surgeon of the TwenSteep Falls exploded Friday, killing the tietli Massachusetts, wakened In camp
sunshine.
of
Elmer
Sanborn,
40,
aged
Candlemas
Next Saturday is
day, engineer,
one morning to find himself tightly
West Baldwin.
which some thick foretells the weather
la-Id In (lie clutch of Dr. Hayward, his
who
for the rest of the winter.
T>

JANUARY SUE.

Money Orders.

by-product waa formerly consigned Walter Waits over to Norway, where he
is going to keep a store.
to the waste dump.
Mrs. Eunice Poland is visiting Mrs. J.
Something of the winter steamship E. Conant.
S. A. Gatchell has takeo the job of
business done at Portland is indicated by
the fact that three English steamships cutting the timber on D. W. Coding1·
which sailed in one day recently, took place for E. W. Howe of Romford Falls.
Last week on Wednesday and ThursKuropsohla Society—Roses.
Nursea from Central M. G. H.—Wreath.
Last Monday evening the New Eng- da? with the mercury at 14 below and
out all told 3357 head of live stock and
Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Shaw and Franoea Taylor849,000 bushels of grain, mostly wheat. land Telephone and Telegraph Company tbe wind blowing a gale, was a tough Pinks.
Mr. ami Mr·. If art hall Hasting·—Cat flowers.
The shipments of apples were very large gave magic lantern views and a lecture time for the teamsters.
A. D. Barker and family—Pinks.
and there was a vast amount of provis- which was very nice, and after the lecMrs. Lucy Furbish Campbell wrote us
Ernest Morte—CroM.
ions, everything of course being reckoned ture there was a chance to talk with any from Bellevue, Ohio, on her return to
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Melntlre—Pinks.
of your friends in New England, and Mr. California, that out there they had rain,
Mr». J. L. Woodward and Mr*. F. X. Elliott—
by the carload.
Oldham brought his violin and played snow and floods within two days. Steady Violets.
J. N. Starblrd and family—Pinks.
Lut Thursday broke the record for and Mrs. Barrett
accompanied him on cold weather in Maine is more agreeable Mr. and Mrs. Goo. C. Chase and Caroline N.
oold in Maine. The morning tempera- the
while
the
folks
than
and
flowers.
mnd
slush
and
frozen
roads.
Chase-Cut
organ
danced;
young
ture was at almost incredible depths, after which
Mlas Christie Davis—Roses.
About twenty persons from East
they all went down to tbe
Geo. L. Stevens It moving baok to hi· I
Augusta, for instance, reporting it from dining room where cake and ooffee were Sumner went on the theatre excursion to
36 to 48 below zero according to location, •erred. All went home with their hearts Lewiston but did not arrive until the farm from Sooth Waterford. He will I
and other place· In proportion.
I
full of gladness.
work on η lumber job In BUbeetown.
play was nearly over.
new

"Do you know," · pretty bride of
three mouths said to a friend the other
day, "I think «11 these Jokes about

money
Wednesday Mrs. Nathan Bean passed
would specially call your attention
The complete Hyomel outfit costs hut Many of these we can match in Napkins. We
sway at her home after months of sufferthis tale 92.
11.12,
of
price
regular
60c.
one
Napkins,
to
pattern
91.00, extra bottles, If needed,
ing. Funeral services were held at ber
late home Friday, her paator, Bev. F. B. there were. I had put In a dozen, but
and
so extensive a line that we shall attempt
varied
so
is
Underwear
Our Cotton
shall give 12 1-2 per cent, off, that ie we
Schoonover, officiating.
do description but for this sale
I noticed that one of them was spoilHow Ions: to wait for
for 87 1-2 cents.
Mrs. Rowena Swan of Norway atof
worth
dollar's
send
one
goods
wouldn't
I
course
you
of
and
ed,
give you
tended the funeral of her sister, Mrs.
It
took
I
so
beet
for 25c., 50c., 75c. and f 1.00.
goods,
any but the
White Dress Linens,
Bean.
t
10 per cent. less.
These
out.'
the
is
bsnquet given
Thursday evening
land and other places. Mrs. Perry
"Now, don't you think that was nice
than ever and we offer any of
highly esteemed here and the best wishes by the gentlemen of the Congregational
Our New White Cotton Dress Goods are prettier
one hun- In him to foe so thoughtful and honGoods same rate
called
out
more
tban
reto
Mrs.
attend them.
lociety
Perry expects
these for this sale at 00 cents on tbe dollar. Wool Dress
It is better to insert artificial teeth
turn to her parents' for a while some time dred of our citizens. It was a most en- est?" she concluded.—Harper's Weekly.
as cotton.
next month.
joyable occasion. After the dinner had
as soon as possible after natural ones
Handkerchiefs, we offer two lots of these,
Marrlnaea In Blbl· Time·.
Every one froze up here last week so been served a short programme of recithis sale 7c.
No. 1, Plain Hemstitched, a great bargain at 10cM
tations and music was much enjoyed
items are few.
I-rom the Bible accounts of the mar- [ have been extracted.
this «ale 10c.
No. 2, Initial, Unlaundered, regular price 15c.,
Austin Hayes and family have moved »nd a sooial hour was entered into heartare
Rebecca
and
with
Leah
of
Jacob
the
until
rlages
gums
By waiting
tbie sale 79c.
back into the Prank Willis house at ily by old and young. The gentlemen
for |1.00,
a
and from other narratives of marriages
healed the facial expression is One lot Bed Spreads, bargain
Willis' mill. Mr. Hayes has sold his did themselves credit as hosts and the
fully
this eale :ic.
for 5c.,
In Jewish history It seems that marsell
to
also
were
Torchon
bought
financial
results
lot
Cotton
Lace,
One
gratifying.
place at Norway Lake where he moved
lost and it is seldon that it can be
Much sympathy is expressed for Mr. riage was not held to be α sacrament |
last fall.
lot Towels at 7 cents per pair.
One
Mrs. Anna C. Young went Wednesday ind Mrs. Chester Wheeler in the death or religious rite in the times of the fully restored ; therefore it is better
this eale 4c.
sell for Sc.,
One lot Hamburgs, bought to
of last week to visit her sod, Rev. C. H. }f their infant son Stanley.
patriarchs. Iu those duys the head of | not to wait longer than three or four
"
·♦
"
·'
this sale l.r>c.
"
"
"
19c.,
went to Gorham, the
ball
team
basket
The
and
and
at
Anson.
She
was
North
the
father,
priest
family,
Young,
family,
··
"
"
"
«·
this sale 20c.
··
"
25c.,
Ν.Ή., Friday afternoon to play with the ruler of the family .«nd the only priest I weeks at the most, except in rare
expects to be away a month or two.
in
and see the otberi.
Mrs. F. H. Packard has been on tbe team there.
Come
cases.
or ruler whose authority It recognized.
These are a few of our bargains.
The town schools will close Friday to
sick list for a few days.
As
fcir
us we learn from the Bible narnatural
are
artificial
dentures
Our
of
Tours
truly,
May.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester H. Penley, who re-open the last of April or first
One of the great events of the season rative In the case of Jacobs marriages, and
of the teeth
recently visited relatives here for a short
reproductions
perfect
his
of
the
daughters
by
the
next
will
basket
ball
giving
be
simple
Friday
Their
game
time, have gone to Berlin, Ν. H.
household goods are still stored at svening when the Hebron team will Isaac constituted the marriage, there I that nature gives.
team. bciug no religious or other ceremony
with
the
Gould
are
and
Academy
at present they
Locke's Mills,
play
Inquire about our $5 plate.
boarding. Mr. Penley has a nice posi- The Hebron* are a skilled team and will whatever. Of course, however, martion as bookkeeper with the Burgess ao doubt draw a largo crowd.
were
as
Just
riages made In this way
Sulphite Co.
sacred and Just as binding as those
Hebron.
West Paris Primary School closed Jan.
THE DENTIST,
In the most ceremonious f
ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.
There was a good attendance at the performed
25. Names of pupils not absent one
In these days In Protestant
manner.
Maine.
South Paris,
half day:—Nellie Howe, Karl Hayes and Ladies' Circle supper Tuesday evening
countries the marriage laws do not
Loyd Perry. Names of those absent ono although the sturm was severe.
Office open evenings, 7 to 8.
Wednesday evening there was a public look upon marriage as a sacrament,
day:—Grace Brock, Gertrude Curtis,
Lillian Day, Herbert Gardner.
meeting of the Tyrocinlc Adelphi So- but only as u civil contract, though
Ethel M. Howe, Teacher.
ciety in Sturtevant Hall. Programme:
most people prefer to give It a certain I
Report of Secretary.
sanction by having It perreligious
Piano dut t,
Bryant's Pond.
formed by α church mlnlster.-St. Louie I
Beatrice C. Foster, Beatrice L. Dearbon.
C. L. Heath went to Calais Saturday to Reading.
Clyde T. Ilebbard. Republic.
attend a meeting.
Debate, Question. Resolved that capital punishment should be abolbhed.
I·'»* Tfrr.tr·* i oiuia.
William Day has been drawn as
Affirmative, Robert Colony, Ralph B. Pond.
traverse juryman for the March term.
The fox terrier is the most intelligent I
NegaUve. P. R. Jackman, roster Jacks ;n.
Tbe box supper appointed for Thurs- Decided Negative.
of all the smaller breeds, and there Is
Josephine H. Hodsdon.
day evening, Jan. 24, was indefinitely Reading,
Hebron Journal, editors, John J. Carey, Flor- hardly a trick that he canuot learn In

banquet was served.
Mrs. A. A. Garcelon of Liberty Lodge of
District
Auburn,
Deputy, was the inremodeling the pulpit and stalling officer, and Mrs. W. J. Russell of
other repairs has been under way the Auburn was marshal. A good time is
past week at the Univermaliat church. reported. The following officers were
tories. there is evidence on every hand. When
completed the interior of the build installed:
postponed.
Without going into details perhaps the ing will be vastly improved.
Several attended the K.
N. G.—Mise Joele S'naw.
V.
the
wicked
G.-MUs Nellie Dortnan.
Paris Hill has not escaped
at Portland Thursday.
best evidence is the present prosperity
See.—Mis·
Sadie
Spauldlng.
winter.
of
this
cold
The Eastern Star held
Although Treasurer— Mrs. Ο. K. Walte.
of her banks, for those to a very large cold waves
never runs as low here as

β

the installation

A

the Methodist parsonage Monday of laat
week, Jan. 21, at 2:30 p. m. The con·
tracting parties were the pastor's only
daughter, Anna, and Mr. Joseph Perry
of Portland. The marriage servira was
by the bride's father, Rev.
About fifteen memomas Whiteside.
bers of the church and frienda were
present. A lunch of hot chocolate and
oake was served. The newly married
couple took tbe afternoon train to Port-

White Sale.
Friday, Jan. 18, to Friday, Feb. 1.

NATURE'S CATARRH CURB.

A L*ao· luttai,

MM.

Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Wheeler bave
returned from their wedding trip and
reside on Mill Street.
The weather has been extremely cold
luring the week.
Wednesday the fanerai services of
Mies Sara Farwell took place at the
borne of her parents. Miss FSrweM's

<

>f

(

1

Norway,

»

Main·»

Evangeline $3.00
We

still selling the EvanBoots and Shoes for $3.

are

geline

Although the price of stock has advanced they are
as good as ever.
They are the best that can be sold
for $3.00, and there are many kinds sold to-day for

$3.50 that are not as good as the Evangeline. In·
sist upon having the Evangeline and you will get

full value for your money. We carry them in all
styles and all kinds of stock.

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Company,
Optra Houtt Blook, Norway, Maint.

g&t ΦχίανΑ §tmocmt

south_paris.

south rAiu post orncs.
oace

Hours : 7 30 A. *. to 7 30 p. M.
QKAND T*CH* KAILWAT.

Commencing Sept. SO, 1908,

ΤΚΛΙΜΙ

LBATB

SOUTH

PARI·

Private skating rink next Friday

iof, New

Hall.

Not·· from tb· Legislature.

*τβο-

The Good Cheer fair paper ia getting
Two quite lengthy reports were mad<
into shape for the printer.
to the legislator· Tuesday from tbi
committee of the preceding legislature
Regular meeting of the Good Cheei ebosen to
investigate the relatione of the
Wednesday at 2 p. u., for business and state to the
University of Maine. The
work.
majority report, signed by four memThe selectmen want all bills in thia bers of the committee, favors a liberal
week, to close np the town business foi policy of the state toward tbe university,
the year.
such as will place it on a financial standM.,
to institutions of a similar
A Bible
class will meet in the ing equal

Going down·least)—538 A. M., dally: 9:44 A·
dally except Sunday; 4 35 P. n.t daily.
Going up (west)-lOΛ7 A. M., dally; 3d8 P.M.,
ijslly except Sunday; 8:4. P. M., daily.

study
Baptist vestry on Friday

at 4 p. if. for

oharacter in other states.

The

minority

report, signed by three members, alec
favors a liberal policy, but reoommendi
first CoDzittttloul Church, Rev. A. K. BaldSubject of the morning sermon at the it with leas enthusiasm, and thinks that
I'reaching service. 10:4» A. H.; Universalist church next Sunday, "The the university should not confer the dewin Pastor.
Sunday School 12 M.: Vespers 4 30 p. M. ; T. P. church and the
Lodge/'
gree of Bachelor of Arts, thus directly
S C Ε 6 -00 p. H. ; Church prayer meeting Wed·
with the other established
n'.-edar evening at 7:30 o'ciock. AU, not otherW. Pratt will
this week to competing
CHUHCHXS.

cordially Invited.
wi*e connecte*!,
Methodist Church. Kev. H. A. Clifford, Pastor.
are

M ; ïroworth League Meeting 8-15 p.
evening prayer meeting 7 M p. Mjpmyer meeting Tuesday evening; class meeting, Friday

î»

°Bai>tl»t

Church, Rev. .1. Wallace Cheebro,
Pastor. On Sundav, preaching service 10:45 a.
Y. r. S. C. β-, 8:15 P.
sabbath School 12
evenpraver meeting 7 Λ> p. H. ;
Seat* free.
All are
service 7 30.
Ins
m
m

Wednesday

[.rayer

"cnlvewallet

Church, Rev. J. H. Little, I'astor.
Preaching service every Sunday at 10:45 A. M.
at 12 m.
Junior Union at 3 :30
school
Sunday
r μ. Υ· Ρ C. V. at 7 p. m.
STATED MEETINGS.
Regular
F 4 A. M.—Pari» Lodge, No. 94.
meeting Tues<lay evening on or before full uioon.
1. O. O. F.—Mount Mica Lodge, regular meetic
Thursday evening of each wee*.—Aurora
Encampment, tirst and third Monday evening·
of each month.
ϋ of R.—Mount Pleasam Rebekah Lodge, No.
3υ, meets second an<l fourth Fridays of each
•nonth In Odd Fellows' Hall.
G. A. R.—W. K. Kimball Post, No. 143, moete
Ur-t and third Saturday evenings of. each
oiitQtb, In U. A. R. HallWm K. Kimball Relief Corps meets 3ret
mnd third Saturday evening· of each month. In
belief Corps Hall.
!· of IL—Parle Grange, from May 1 to Oct. 1,
meets tlrot and third Saturday ; during the
remainder of the year, meet· every Saturday, In
Grange Hall.
I'. 0. G. C-—Second and fourth Mondays of
each month.
»
Ν Ε. Ο. P.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 181,
ω"· n second and fourth Wednesday evenings
of > ach month.
I
of P.—Hamlin Lodge, No, 31, meets every
ft ay evening at Pythian Hall.
...

Mr. and Mrs. Scott O. Dorr of Mexico
are guests at W. L. Farrar'e.
Dana Farnham has been housed for
the past week with the prevailing

epidemic.

A. Ë. Forbes attended the meeting ef
the Maine Press Association in Augusta
last week.

Mrs. H. A. Furbush of Rangeley has
been the guest of Miss Catherine G.
Briggs for a few days.

A number of the Knights of Pythias
here attended the Pythian Jubilee in
Portland last Thursday evening.

Fred Scott of Benton, formerly station
agent at South Paris, was here for a
short time the tirst of last week.

Mrs. E. A. Howe returned the tirst of
last week from Caribou, where she had
been visiting the family of Rev. T.J.

Kamsdell.

Mrs. C. W. Bowker and daughter
Muriel have been visiting Mrs. Bowker's
parents at the Auburn fish hatchery for
a few days.

There will be an advertising social at
tbe Baptist vestry Thursday evening,
.lan. 31. Those attending are requested
to dress to represent some well-known
advertisement. No admission fee will
be charged. All invited. There will be
a candy table, and a prize will be given
for best representative costume.
not absent one half day during
·η» in the fifth grade in South
l'aris wen as follows:
I ena Everett,
Llewellyn Bartlett,
Hattle Gowell,
Ariloe Crocker,
Arthur
Patch.
Chandler,
M:tr.iorle
\ tetorCampbell,
Marjorie Parlln.
In the sixth grade:
Chester Easson,
Lovel Churchill,
Maud Martin,
Merton Clifford,
Clarence Wlnslow.
Stephen Clifford,
Klokence Richardson. Teacher.

Pupils

winter t

The following subscribers have been
added to the local telephone exchange
since the last directory was issued:
106—23 Buck, Pr. C. L. res., South Pari».
β—13 Kutnpus, Chas., res.

131—12 Blcknell. W. Α.. res.
lue—Λ Dyer. Ε. W., re·.
9—3 Uammon. Royal C., re·.
»—11 Judklns, J. P., re·.
9-il Llbby, E. C .res.
130-3 Partrid*e, V. L„ re·.
Hi—14 Kuseell. ti. Α., re·.
lee—a aliurtloff, r. Α. Λ Co., bu·.. South Farts.
13.·—4 Sessions A A Id rich, bu· South Parle
13^— U Smith, E. F., bus.
131—S Sbepard, John 0., re·.

Topics and leaders of the Y. P. C. U.
at the Sunday evening meetings at the
Universalist church for the next few
weeks are as follows:
mrelinjr* or Servant* for Love—

Which.' Ml·· Relie Tuft·.
Feb.
10. Character
Bulkllng. Arthur Ε
For bee.
Feb. 17. Christian Citizenship Sunday. Kverv
day Patriotism. HaroM T. Thayer.
V*lue oi ^"evlug Something.
Kiv. J. H. Little.
March 3. Sympathy. Mite (irace Pen ley.
March 10. Reverence for Sacred Thhi«. Mrs.
Burbaak.
March 17. Poet Office Mission. Mrs. Park.
'*■ Tho Secret of Consecration. Mrs.
J 1·. McArdle.
March 31. Kaster—The True Resurrection
Life. A. E. Shurtleff.

DKeb; ÎÎ' rTh?
Y.a7ih

About two hundred people partook of
the men's supper at the Congregational
vestry Thursday evening, and thus testified to the power of a men's supper to
draw, even in this town of church suppers. A car load came from Norway,
and there was a great turnout of the
people of this village. The regulation
was carefully observed that women were
not allowed in the kitchen, though some
did hint that the women might have had
a part in the preparation of the food. Be
that as it may, an appetizing supper was
set out.
It included chicken pie, hot
rolls, currant jelly, hot molasses gingerbread, apple pie, mince pie, cream pie,
letnon pie, coffee, chocolate, fruit, etc.
1 lie size of the crowd interfered somewhat with the promptness of the service,
but all got a great sufficiency of good
food. The entertainment after supper
was given by the musical Parkers, including Professor J. H. Parker and Ids
daughter, Miss Mildred Parker, of Burlington, V t., who gave a good prowith
gramme
banjo, mandolin and

guitar.

After several changes of plan, due to a
variety of causes, the principal one of
w
tho prevalence of the grippe,
the Klaraineters Klub held one of its
occasional sessions at the dining room of
Hotel Andrews Tuesday evening. As it
was impracticable, on account of illness
of a portion of the hotel force, to get up
a supper as bad been planned, the ladies
of the club were their own caterers, with
the privileges of the house, and the result was highly complimentary to them
as cooks.
The menu included lobster
salad, hot rolls, cold ham, mince pie,
custard pie, ice cream and cake, coffee
anil cocoa, together with various aceseories and incidentals, and all were loud
in their praises of the feast. The club
ladies were hostesses for the evening.
As there are twelve members of the
club, all present and accounted for, and
Mrs. Shaw, the proprietor, sat at the
head of the table as guest, all were careful not to count the party. Later in the
evening an hour was spent in whist.
The party were in good spirit?, and
while the storm raged without, a de-

hich^was

lightful evening was passed within, and
the gentlemen, who were the entertained, uuanimously voted the affair a great
success.

Mrs. Martha E. Jackson, wife of Sylvan
for many years a resident of
Paris, died at her home in Portland last
Tuesday evening. Mr·. Shurtleff, who
was a direct
descendant of Thomas
Rogers of the Mayflower, was born at
Paris Hill, Jan. 14,
1828, being the
•laughter of Jacob and Nancy Jackson.
She was married to Mr. Shurtleff Nov.
4, 1849, and a sister, Ann Jackson, became the wife of Mr. Shurtleff'· brother,
Alva, who died a few week· ago, leaving
the widow living in thia village, at the
Mr. and Mr·.
advanced age of 85

Shurtleff,

year·.

Shurtleff moved to Portland April 1,
and there they have lived ever since
that time. Mr·. Shurtleff waa a devout

CLristian woman, who wa· much beloved by her many friend·, and had been a
member of the High Street Congrega-

tional church for about 35 yean. Ever
ready to assist in every good work carried on by the chorcb, she will be greatly missed by those with whom she had
been associated. Beside· a husband she
leaves two sons, George A. and W. H.
Shurtleff, and two grandchildren. Sylvan
Shurtleff, 2d, of Syracuse, Ν. Y., and

;

the next four weeks.

George

go
of the state which receive no
Houlton, to work on the telephone, of colleges
state aid.
which W. E. Kenney is in charge at that
Senator Heselton has introduced a replace.
solve providing for the appointment of a
Members of the official board of the tax commission, whose duty it shall be
Methodist church and their wives are to investigate systems of taxation and
invited to a social at the parsonage Tues- see if our methods can be improved.
Senator Heselton has also introduced
day evening.
a bill carrying an appropriation of 110,000
Rev. C. F. Parsons preached a practifor the purchase of a farm on which to
cal sermon in the Methodist vestry Sunconduct experimental investigations in
day evening. Subject: "She hath done
orcharding.
what she could."
The bill establishing a third term of
The last quarterly meeting for the court for Oxford County has been reyear was held at the Methodist church ferred to tbe judiciary committee.
The committee on legal affairs has
Friday evening. Rev. H. A. Clifford has
been invited to return as pastor for voted ought to pass on the bill to reanother year.
move the 1500 property clause in the
statute exempting civil war veterans
Tbe ladies who visited the "vets" at
from payment of a poll tax. If this
their club room Saturday evening were
passes it will make all such soldiers
delightfully entertained with refresh- exempt,
whether they have property or
ments, whist and other games. It was
not.
unanimously agreed to go again.
The hearing on the act allowing the
The Seneca Club will be entertained Union Water Power Co. to deepen the
outlets
to the Rangeley Lakes is postthis Monday evening by Mrs. Dr. Stewart. Dublin will be the city studied. poned until Feb. 12, when it is expected
Essays will be given by Mrs. Hathaway that there will bè quite a lively contest.
and Mrs. Howe, current events by the The water power company wants to
club and an Irish Folk Song by Miss lower the outlets of the lakes so as to
draw them down about six feet lower in
Wheeler.
winter than at present, and the cotTbe Fan-Tana will be entertained at
and resort owners around the lakes
the club room Tuesday evening of this tagers
as they assert that it will kill
week with a "twisted party." Supper object,
lots of fish and injure them in other
will be served at 6:30. The hostesses,
ways.
Mrs. Bowker, Mrs. Wilson, Mrs. Stanley
Representative Stearns has presented
and Mrs. Andrews, wish each Fan-Tan
a resolve proposing
an amendment to
to appear in costume.
the constitution of the state, relating to
What λ week of weather! The Klon- the qualifications of electors, so that six
dike seems to have swept down upon us. months residence in a town would be
In the middle of the day the mercury has required to qualify a man to vote, ingenerally succeeded in crawling a little stead of three months as now. It would
above zero, but only for a few hours. further provide that no elector should
The rest of the time it has been down bo deprived of the right to vote in a
We town until six months after his resitoward the unmeasured depths.
still hope for something a little milder dence there had terminated.
The superintendent of schools is beto come.
ing investigated, the state and town
Ralph, son of C. A. Ilemmingway, re- liquor agencies are to be investigated,
turned last week from Fort Riley, Kan.
and not to be left on anything, RepreHe enlisted in the army a year or two
sentative Milliken of Island Falls has inof
his
had
completed only part
ago, but
troduced an order for the investigation
few
since
A
months
enlistment.
term of
of all state departments.
a piece of steel struck him in the eye,
Several petitions have been presented
and ss a consequence he lost the sight of
by Mr. Dyer that Bear Pond in Turner
the eye, and has been discharged on that and Hartford
may be opened to ice fishAccount.
ing for pickerel only.
The investigation of the etate superBy one of those errors which are explained with difficulty if at all, the intendent of schools began Thursday
Democrat last week spoke of the de- afternoon before the committee on educeased Solon Briggs as the son of Alan- cation, and so many were interested in
In fact he was the son of it that it was adjourned to the house of
son Briggs.
Simeon Briggs. The two names Alan- representatives. Superintendent W. W.
son and Simeon are numerous in the Stetson was on tbe stand for quite a
Briggs family, but there was no good long examination, Mr. Gleason of
examination.
reason why they should blkye become Mexico conducting the
Mr. Stetson was asked about the matter
transposed in this case.
of conducting the financial affairs of his
Passengers who came up on the even- ofiice, as to his riding on a railroad pass
ing train Friday were delayed somo few and charging his fare to the state, etc.
minutes by being side-tracked to let a
He did not make a particularly favorable
freight train go by. Probably few of impression, as though he treated the
them found fault about it if they found
charges which had been made against
out that the freight was a cattle train of
him by a Democratic paper as unworthy
cattle
along
cars, hurrying
regular open
of attention, he was shifty and evasive
to get the poor beasts into more comfort- in his
replies.
able quarters. Somehow transporting
The druggist bill, allowing druggists
cattle in those cars when the tempera- to sell alcoholic
liquors under certain
ture barely gets above zero in tbe midrestrictions, made its appearance in the
dle of the day seems pretty rough. The
senate Thursday, being presented by
railroad has at least once been indicted Senator
Brown, chairman of the comin Oxford County for doing the same mittee on
temperance.
fKin<v
Mr. Hastings ha& introduced petitions
for
Ethel
with
Mies
met
S.
M.
Β.
U.
The
legislation to prevent throwing sawCrockett for a candy pull Saturday even- dust or mill waste into Bear River in
ing· The attendance waa strictly limited Orafton and Newry.
The act
to the members of the club. In the
permitting the Fryeburg
midst of the festivities the telephone bell Horse Railroad to extend its line into
rerang, and a masculine voice inquired if Lovell and Stow has been favorably
"we boys" could come up.
"Why, ported.
introduced
Buckfield
has
Mr.
of
Dyer
y-e-ee, you may come," was the reply,
whereat it is related that the other mem- a bill making some changes in the form
the
official ballot used at elections.
bers of the club showed such poor taste of
A bill to incorporate tbe Kezar Falls
as to let out a groan, distinctly audible
through the telephone, aud declare that Water Company has been introduced by
this was a hen party. At any rate, Mr. Lord of Parsonsfield.
Friday was the day when the committhough it is well known that a woman
can say uo and mean yes, in this case she tee on state prison made its visit to that
said yes and it was understood to mean institution, and as is the usual custom, a
members acno, for the boys took the hint and stayed large number of the other
more
away. It was a very lively time, but companied tbem, leaving not much
than a quorum of the two houses in
the roof is still on the house.
Augusta to attend to the business of the
BOLSTER

John Small is
I'ratt.

DISTRICT.

cutting

β

session.

wood for O. G.

Sewall Parker has moved from the W.
J. Wheeler farm to his home in the vil-

lage.

Mrs. J. H. Clark, who has been ill for
several weeks, is now able to be about

the house.

Love joy Bros, are pressing hay for
John Kobinson at the barn on the old
town farm.
Mrs. Charles Edwards and Miss Annie
were at Arthur Talbot's last

Edwards

Wednesday.

W. II. Swett is getting timber iu
readiness for rebuilding his barn and
stable next spring.
Mrs. Albert Ryerson has been caring
for her sister, Mrs. Charles Gowell, who
has been suffering with grippe for the
past week.

Mrs. F. R. Witham, who recently returned from Or. King's hospital in Portland, is steadily improving. Mrs. W. B.
Dunn of Bucktield is doing her housework.

Longfellow Day in the Schools.
State Superintendent of Schools Stetson issues the
following circular to
school superintendents which explains
itself:

May I call your special attention to
the fact that the Centennial of Longfellow's birthday is to be celebrated on
February 27, 1907, not only in this
country but in Europe as well. The
National Congress has already made arrangements to observe the day with ap-

John's Letter.

A few months ago Wilson Shaw bad
the appearance of a man whose days on
earth were few and full of trouble, but
tliere has been a wonderful change in
his appearance of late, and it is the
medicine prescribed by a clairvoyant
that has wrought the change. I suppose there are those who take no stock
in such practitioners. We have bad too
many facts brought to light in onr father's family, and among those we
know and have known, to admit of
Webster's definition of
skepticism.
clairvoyance is: "Clear-sightedness, discernment of what is invisible to sense."

"Clairvoyant, clear-sighted;

discerning

not present."
And if he practice medicine he might
properly be called an X-ray doctor. We
never heard of one mistaking appendiciconsider
tis for the piles. Do you
one of these discernera of what is invisible to sense a freak? Not more so than a
Mozart. There are but few Mozarts, but
there are many who cannot tell "Old
Grimes" from "Rock of Ages" or any
other tune. Nature doesn't throw double
sixes for all of her children, perhaps you
have noticed. Raphael was s worldwide wonder with the brush, and gifted
in that direction above bis fellows, but
he was not a freak. Nature was liberal
in bestowing that special gift. She has
also been liberal in bestowing the peculiar gift of clear-sightedness on a few for

things

poisoning

picture

MONEY IF If I· O· VA PAILS TO CUBS.
Too may ask why P. A. Shurtieff Λ
Co. are able to guarantee to refond the
money unless Ml-o-na Stomach Tablet*
Jure when no other remedy for stomach
troublée ia aold In this manner.

C«e

of the town and had a neighbor whose
family consisted of a wife and five small
children, tbe oldest and youngest of the
flock being daughters.
A few years after we left town the
diphtheria got into the family and took
away tbe father, together with the oldest girl and one of tbe boys, thus leaving the widowed mother with three children on her hands and none of them old
enough to earn much of their bread and
butter.
When the oldest boy arrived at manhood, or old enough to paddle his own
canoe, he took Greeley's advice by going
to South Dakota, where he resided many
years, and being bandy with mechanical
tools, and there being a large amount of
building at the time, he soon learned to
use tbe trowel and plane equal to the
next man.
Recently he returned to his native
town, bought tbe farm in question, and
considering the length of time, has
made marked improvements on the
place and buildings. On learning my
name, and that his parents and myself
were neighbors in tbe long ago, he seemed to take pleasure in showing me over
the premises, including every room in
the house and ell, not omitting the open
chamber. There were several curiosities of "ye olden times," consisting in
part of a loom already set up, warping
bars, a spinning wheel, and in fact nearly all the implements for making yam
and cloth that our mothers and grandmothers knew so well how to manipulate, and they did It to perfection.
Qoing into the barn he showed me
some corn in the fodder which must
have stood nearly eight feet high in the
field and grew from seed which he
brought from South Dakota. It was

well matured and under favorable conditions he said it would ripen in ninety

days.
the

here.

A

sample

purpose of

brought home for
seeing what it will do
was

It has perhaps been noticed that I
have said nothing about his wife, and
the reason is he never was married ; but
does his work in the house with tbe
same ease that he does out doors.
And I have also omitted to give his
name, not for the same reason, since he
has a name much older than himself,
which is John Charles Fremont Doten.
That is the name of the man who was
left an orphan when a little boy, but
now is nearly 50 years old, has recently
bought a farm, and to all appearance
intends it for a future home. After living a widow a while his mother married
Augustus, youngest son of the late
Capt. Joseph Tobin. They are living
on the next farm towards Livermore,
and there I put up the following night.
τ.

η

(To be continued.)
Two men were killed, another injured,
many cars of potatoes smashed, two locomotives badly wrecked, and a freight
house partly demolished by the collision
of a fast special freight with a shifting
engine in the yard of the Bangor and
Aroostook Railroad at Presque Isle Friday. The accident was caused by a

special potato freight "side-swiping" a
shifting engine near a switch. The two
men killed were William Stewart and
Cornelius Megguire, both of Caribou,
stove tenders in the potato cars, who
were riding on the engine of the special.

WISE COUNSEL FROM THE SOUTH.
"I want to give some valuable advice
to those who suffer with lame back and
kidney trouble," aays J. R. Blankenship,
of Beck, Tenn. "I bave proved to an
absolute certainty that Electric Bitters
will positively cure this distressing condition. The first bottle gave me great
relief and after taking a few more bottles, I was completely cured; so completely that it becomes a pleasure to
recommend this great remedy." Sold
under guarantee at F. A. Shurtleff &
Co.'β drug store. Price 50c.

work.

C. B. Cummings & Sons
their mill pond with logs.

are

lav·.
In Bumford
tged 47 years.
In Peru, Jan.
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workmanlike
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tateroom

Γο all persons Interested In cither of tbe estâtes
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, at Parla, In vacation, In
ind for the County of Oxford, on the 22nd day
>f Jan., In the year of our Lord one thouaand
>lne hundred and seven, the following matter
taring been presented for tbe action thereupon
lerein&fter Indicated, It la hereby Obdsud :
That notice thereof be given to all persons Inerested, by causing a copy of this order to be
lublished three weeks successively In the Oxord Democrat, a newspaper published at South
'arts, In said County, that they may appear at a
'rebate Court to be held at said Paris, on the
hlrd Tuesday ot Feb., ▲. D. 1907, at nine of the
...

1

are

concerned.

report

The Maine State League of Fourth renew the water contract with Norway
Class Postmasters will hold their first Water Company.
annual meeting at the poet ofiioe buildA Certain Cere for Ckilblal*·.
ing in Portland Jan. 29 at 11 ▲. m.

^
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Tips,

39c. Ostrich

A

CO.

3 for $1.00.

or

HOWE,

A.

E.

MRS.

South Paris, Maine.

improved

FREE listing blanks. No ad-

VF

vance

payment required.

F you desire to purchase real estate,
We have for sale
'rite or call on us.
In Oxford
)me of the best farms

HEN'S

ounty.

All

he E. A. Strout Farm Agency,
"Largest in the World."
150 NASSAU

men

STREET. NEW YORK.

Other

grades
and boys.

grades

derwear,

fleece lined un75c. and $1

or

Boys' fleece lined underwear,
all sizes,
25c. each

Optioian.

MsMmiMIM.

.

in cotton and wool for

weights

Camel's hair underwear single
double breasted,
$1 and $1.50

HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate

UNDERWEAR.

and

Heavy fleece lined underwear
for men,
50c. each

10SES P. STILES, District Mgr.,
Norway, Maine.

Β. Fttr

rib underwear, all wool,
in gray and blue,
.$1.50

Jersey

White lamb's wcol underwear,

single or double breasted, $1.50
Extra
wear.

made,·

Boys'

Medlicott under-

heavy

grade
....$2.50

All wool, best

heavy

extra

underwear,

fleece lined

50c.

One Price
Clothier,

J.

NORWAY, MAINE.

Keep Your

The Lauter Playerpiaino

Sorses Warm.
I have

good

a

line of

Blankets,

(table

$1.25, 1.50, 1.75,

a.oo,

2.25,

2.50, 3.00, 3.50.

Blankets, large size,
$1.50, 2.00, 2.50, 3.00, 3.50,

itreet
4

co,

4.50, 5.00, 5.50.

Rqbes and Horse Furnishings,
ALSO

Trunks, Bags, Suit Cases.

Λ/. 0.

Frothingham,

South Paris.

8TORE8.

ZI ss St.™™}·»

TWO PIANOS IN ONE—ANYBODY CAN PLAY IT
NOTE ι We can take your present piano In exclianee, end will arrange monthly
payments for the difference If dealred. Illustrated catalog will be mailed to eay
address on request.

W. J. WHEELER

Large Stock of Pianos and Organ· Always
Billings' Block

appreciate
You will

on

Easy Tsrms
South Paris, Mala·

Hand.

·,β

a

Fur Coat next

now.

Then
$15

Cheap

F. H. NOYES

South Paris,

A.

Call and

only

-

F.

I

{[ Maille.

3 Stores,

IF YOU want a quick cash
for your country prop-

■JwjLg^ sale

Shake Into your «hoe· Allen'· foot-Eese, a
powder. It cores Chilblain·, Froetblte·, Damp.
one life to live and I am go·
and
A great many say, UI have
O. T. R. Dining Car Service.
Sweating, Swollen tout. At all DruggUt»
Shoe 8 to rot. SSe. Sample Fan. Address, Allen
It's our business to make you
The general passenger department of S.
to be comfortable."
ing
Olmsted, Le Boy, Ν. Y.
the Grand Trunk Railway System are in
comfortable in so far as Clothing will do it.
receipt of a letter from a Chicago gentleman who traveled over the Grand Tunk
*· ««·
recently, and who speaks in eulogistic
»ρ
terms of the service he found on the
of Brooklyn.
train, especially the dining car service.
He says: "It was after about one hunASSBT8 DEC. 11, 1900.
dred and twenty people had been served Beal Eatate,
$ 668,000 00
18,000 00
that I could secure a table for myself Mortgage Loans,
61,000 00
and a friend in the dining car. Our aup- Collateral Loans,
6,790,60* 00
Bonds
and
Stocks
per was as good a one as I have ever had Cash la Office and Bank,
900310 63
988,35710 If it is a
Oar table was so situated Agent»' Balance·
on a railway.
to $20 will fix you.
One
10,066 79
aad
Interest
of
Bents,
a
observation
close
that I could make
68,088 89 If it is a Good One
.$20 to $65 will fix you.
the general service, and we were sur- All other Asset·,
$9,601,8» 40
Ογομ A Met·,
prised at what we saw. Dishes like
$9,601,831 «ο
Admitted AueU,
WE HAVE MORE THAN WE
sliced tomatoes, loe cream and other
YOU NEED ONE.
1906.
DEC.
81,
LIABILITIES
delicacies whtoh so much depend upon
UNTIL YOU SEE US.
BUY
DON'T
NEED.
S3
$
874,808
the way in whloh they are served, were Net Unpaid Loeaea,
0,890,10810
Unearned
Premiums,
certainly never put on a table in a more AU other Liabilities
709,886 91
1.400.000 00
dainty manner. The service was prompt, Cash Capital.
87
Liabilities
1,098,833
all
over
It
oonnected
with
one
Surplus
and

mer.

!

Agent,

General

In Our Stores There Must Be
Something You Need.
Call In And See.

You will not

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.

A. H. HANSCOM, O. P. and Τ. Α.,
oston, Mass.

Norway.

agents

LISCOMB,

F.

Bottle.

a

possible.

All cargo, except Live Stock, via the
of this Company, is insured
gainst fire and marine risk.

!«amers

J.

cents

You can secure Great Bargains in MilliWe wish to close
nery at Mrs. E. A. Howe's.
out all of our winter stock at the lowest pricc

nee.

ranklin Wharf, Portland, Me.

SATISFACTION.

GIVE

HILLINERY.

$1.00
il. 00

Commencing Monday, Sept. 17, steamalternately leave Franklin Wharf,
ortland, and India Wharf, Boston,
ally, except Sunday, at 7 P. «.
Freight rates always as low aa other

_

George H. Cullinan, head book-keeper
at C. B. Cummings & Sons', after a few
weeks' absence from the office on account of poor health, bas again resumed
his duties.
Special meeting of the Norway Village
Corporation will be held Tuesday evenon
ing, the 29th, to bear and take action
of the committee appointed to
the

...

TO

AT THE PHARMACIES OF

REDUCED BATES:
'are Portland to Boston

of

cases

WARRANTED

Portland Division.

manner.

should be in the hands of every family, as its
slight cough or cold will cause immediate relief,

long standing generally yield to its curative powers.
Nothing equals it for the coughs and colds of CHILDREN,
pleasant to take and gives quick relief.

while

It is

Cough Syrup.
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astern Steams! Company.
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writes the best.

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

ψ

remedy

2S

keepa the cleanest,

John

j

insurance

quickest,

fills the

SOLD BY

slock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon If
attention. The several Norway ladies 1 hey see cause:
who take part, about forty, are all well
JEREMIAH BUKNHAM. late of New Bosknown. Mac always has a pood show on In the 8Ute of New Hampshire, deceased;
and this will be no exception to the rule. lopy of will and petition for probate thereof
iresented by Adelaide B. Jones, daughter and
It's local talent and must be good.
Capt. James M. Mitchell, United tenefldary.
STEPHEN B. RAWSON, late of Paris, deStates Inspector, visited Co. D of the
1
will and petition for probate thereof
1st Regt.
Inft., Thursday. This in- based;
>resented by Addle E. Buswell, the executrix
j herein named.
spection took place in the evening with
about forty members present and was
ADDISON E. HERRICK,
to the
Judge of said Court.
very satisfactory in every respect
is known
it
A true copy—Attest
When
officer.
inspecting
D. PARK, Register.
ALBERT
that some of the company boys have to
travel ten miles to reach the armory the
LEGISLATIVE NOTICES.
showing is remarkable.
Victor M. Whitman of Marblehead is
C.F.Whitvisitiug his parents, Judge
JUDICIABY.
man and wife.
The Committee on Judiciary will give a Public !
The Lunt store will soon be opened
In
In
Its
room at the State House
icarlng
by Mr. I. W. Waite of Dixfleld. Mr. Augusta,
Paris
Beal
the
leased
has
place,
Waite
Wednesday, Jan. 80, 1907, at 2 o'clock p. u.
and Winter Streets, where he will make Mo. 94. On an act to ratlfv, confirm and make
ralid the organ'.zatlon of the Dlxfield Light and
his home.
1
Frank W. Howe of Boston is the guest Water Company.
Tuesday, Feb. 5,1907, at 2 o'clock p. u.
of his brother Freeland this week. In
92. On a resolve proposing an amendment
the eighties Mr. Howe was a resident of So.
« the constitution providing that the rights of
;ltlxens of tbe state to vote and hold ο01 ce shall
The break in the Norway water com- tot be denied or abridged on account of sex.
pany's reservoir Thursday afternoon
Thursday, Feb. 7,1907, at 2 o'clock p. u.
chapter
caused some damage but nothing seri- So. 96. On an act to amend section IS of
15 of the revised statutes, relating to courts of
caused
was
break
by
The
forcing
ous.
probate.
the ice up as the water was pumped in
So. 100. On a resolve proposing an amendment
from below. The formation of the ice to article 4 of the constitution
of the State of
on the side of the reservoir was so strong Maine, establishing a people's veto through
that it lifted the bank causing an open- >ptlonal referendum, and a direct Initiative by1
petition and at general election.
ing through which the water escaped.
Wednesday, Feb. JO, 1907, at 2 o'clock P. M.
This has occurred several times before
No. 109. On an act to provide an additional
and damage has been paid in conse- enn of Supreme Judicial Court for tbe county
own- >f Oxford.
quence thereof to certain property
ers on Water Street.
Tuesday, Feb. 12,1907, at 2 o'clock p. m.
No. 117. On an act relating to the Rumford |
Mr. and Mrs. Llewellyn H. Cushman
rails & Rangeley Lakes Railroad Co.
the
Tuesday
Merry Eight
entertained
J. H. MONTGOMERY, Secretary.
evening. After a social hour with whist
a most delightful supper was served.
Judge and Mrs. W. F. Jones attended STATE LAND AND STATE BOADS.
The Committee on State Land and State Roada |
the Melba concert at Portland this
prill give a Public hearing In the Senate Chamweek.
ber at the State House In Augusta,
Dr. Frank N. Barker is rapidly imFeb. 6, at 3 o'clock P. M.
proving. He has been sick for eome No. 20. An act to provide for state aid and for
time but is again feeling "more like him- he expenditure of other public moneys In the
jermanent Improvements of main highways or
self."
ttate roads.
The clerks will give their thirteenth
R. B. STEVENS, Secretary.
annual ball at the Opera House Thursday evening, Feb. 7th. Half rates on the
BASKS AND BANKING.
railroad for the 7th and 8th. A cold
The Committee on Banks and Banking will
meat supper will be served by the Rea Public hearing In Its room at tbe State
rive
bekahs at I. O. 0. F. Hall. Floor man- douse In Augusta, on
C. Cowan,
ager, Carl Boynton. Aids, E.
Tuesday, Jan. 29, at 3 p. m, on
An act to amend section 58 of chapter 2 of the
Ed Boucher, W. L. Libby, L. J. Brooks,
statutes
revised
relating to deposits by tbe State
Lester Ashton and A. H. Mann. Prorreasurer.
ceeds to go to the Norway Public
An act to Incorporate the Buck field Trust
Library. Reception committee all lady
Company.
clerks. No pains spared to make it the
THOS. W. BALDWIN, Secretary.
best of them all.
Willie Shank while at work on the
LEGAL AFFAIRS.
planer at F. W. Murdoch's machine shop Tbe Committee on
Legal Affairs will give a I
Saturday afternoon received a painful Public
hearing In Its room at the State House In J
injury to hie right arm. No bones were Augusta,
broken.
Wednesday, January 80.
No. 89. An act creating a lien on horses, oxen,
George L. Curtis has been appointed
Fireman's In- mules and other anlmalsln certain cases.
the
United
for
agent
FOREST J. MARTIN, Secretary.
surance Co. of Philadelphia.
Norway has now four insurance offices:
Freeland Howe, Moses P. Stiles, Dennis
Pike and Oeo. L. Curtis. No reason
one can not insure; that is, so far as

why

favorite

is the universal

This

J;

SUrBTLEFF * CO.

A.

F.

Pine Tree

j J prompt use for a

The Crocker Pen

PARIS HILL.

A. Kenerson. it is a
and pretty place. The
very attractive
mtik natnf
1

pictures

Bennett,

Έ. Churchill,

occupied by Geo.

and paper have been made very pleasant.
P. J. McCarthy's female minstrels
in the post office attract lota of

do

Hill,

I

that will last through
many new years.

leased the Leslie E. New-

at Paris

SHURTLEFF * CO.

A.

STOP THAT HACK
A constant source of
pleasure and satisfaction

Blacksmith ing, Jobbing,
and Saw Filing

Ayer Brothers1 new restaurant, corner
Main and Bridge Streets, was opened
The place was formerly
Saturday.
iv|/huw>HmU

shop

F.

"You blow It to ΠΙΙ It."

and

see

Norway, Maine.

Fountain Pen

Notice.
Having

so.

THOMAS SMILEY,

a

Crocker

NOTICE·
If any one has a Bill against the Town of Pari·
ilther snow Bill of last winter, Highway Bill of
1906 or demands against the Poor Account,
îles se present your Bill sure by Saturday, Feb.
!, so we can show an accurato standing of Town
tffalrs.
SELECTMEN OF PABIS.

intelligence. They are being looked
for constantly and when detected may
come to the conclusion that they have
reasoned wrongly in the matter.

—

Elmer

[0 year·.
In Lovell, Jan. 3S, Muriel, daughter of Mr.
Mr·. W. C. Baseett, aged 11 years.

follows:
President—Alfred S. Kimball.
Vice-President—G. N. Weymouth.
Secretary—A. L. F. Pike.
Treasurer—W. W. Whltmarsh.
Medical Director—Rial F. Bradbury.
For some time the large plate glus
wiudows in the various stores on Main
Street have been mistaken by some
to the use of
person or persons, addicted
tobaccco, for cuspidores. These persons
evidently have convinced themselves
that the same is manly and indicative of

L/cuu

by aecuring

18, Mrs. Eliza H. Curtis, aged 92
rears.
In Bumford, Jan. 30, Mr·. Lizzie, wife of
Proctor C. A ustln, aged 52 years.
In Dix Held, Jan. 10, Horace Pratt, aged about

Universalist Circle.
The annual meeting of the I. O. O. F.
Graded Mutual Relief Association of
Maine held at I. O. O. F. Hall, Monday
evening, Jan. 21st, elected officers as

UUfC

Falls, Jan. 21,

If in need of anything in the line of Underwear, be sure to
our line.
Glad to show goods even if you do not care
Mail Orders receive our
to purchase.
prompt and careful attention.

In tbe New Tear

In Ormond Beach, Fla., Jan. 31, Ethel Cook of
Oxford, aged 31 years.
In Bethel, Jan. 34, Stanley Cummlngs, infant
ion of Mr. and Mrs. Cheater Wheeler, aged 13

The two
boat houses on the south of the pond
and within the pond limits as per late
decision of the court, have been removed
by order of the firm. This much imbut view
proves, not only the pond,
from the highway.
The Erato Quartette of Portland will
give a concert at the Opera House, Wednesday evening, Feb. 23. Miss O'Neil,
reader. Given under the auspices of the

ruuuio

START
RIGHT

71 year·.

Such was the condition of the place
Hon. W. L. Scribner of Springfield,
when, a year or two ago, it was bought of the board of inspectors of prisons and
by a man who seemed to know a good
jails, was in town several days this week.
thing when be sees it.
with his sister, Mrs. Dr. O.
And now, the better to understand who He stopped
this person is, we will go back to the N. Bradbury.
Stated Convocation of Oxford Royal
early sixties and take a glance at some- Arch
Chapter, No. 29, was held Wednestime.
that
about
which
occurred
thing
Work R. A. The attendWo were then living in the eastern part day evening.
ance was large.
Banquet followed the

not visited this sale yet it will pay you to do
Our patrons thus far have been well satisfied
and we know we can satisfy you.

If you have

The reason for this is that ordinary
Jyspepsla tablets merely digest the food,
irhile Mi-o-na bnilds np ana strengthens COMET COVER8 made of muslin, long cloth and nainsook, with lace or hamthe digestive system so that it soon beburg, with one to four rows of insertion to taatcb, beading and ribbon,
gins to digest the food itself withont
25c., 29c., 50c., 75c., 08c., «1.25
distress.
or
pain
If the stomach is only given a rest by SKIRTS of muslin with dust ruffle, deep flounces made up in varions style·,
using a digestive, the muscles soon be·
trimmed with either lace or hamburg, with insertions, pin tucks and hemx>me weak, and it is necessary to constitched tucks,
50c., 08c., #1.25, $1.40, «1.75, $1.08, $2.60, $2.08
tinue taking a digestive tablet after every
meal. On the other band, Mi-o-na used SHOBT SKIRTS in many different styles, very full,
25c., 50c., 08c., $1.25
jefore eating, atrengtbena the atomach
of muslin and long cloth with ruffle trimmed with lace, hamburg,
10 that you will soon be well enough to DRAWERS
and tucks,
25c., 30c., 50c., 75c., 08c.
five up the use of medicine.
Mi-o-na costs but 50c. a box, and NIGHT ROBES of muslin and
of styles, empire,
in
number
endless
cloth,
long
makes positive and complete cures,
square, round, pointed yoke, with both long and short sleeves, high neck,
rhe best proof of Its merits is the guarV shaped, square or round neck, trimmed with lace, hamburg and hemintee to refund the money If It does not
:ure that P. A. Shurtieff à Co. give with
stitched ruffles, insertion, tucks, beading with ribbon,
ivery box.
50c., 08c., $1.25, $1.50, $1.08, $2.50, $2.08

PreacUng^ervlce'^lO

pleasevery
$9,601,33140
Charles H. Muuy has been appointed ant and agreeable, and I wish to con- Total Liabilities and Surplus,
the
on
satisfactory way in
at Canton Point, τϊοβ Κ. L. gratulate yon
W. J. WHEELEB * CO., Agents,
care
of
take
South
which
Paris, Maine.
yonr patrons."
you
ey, resigned.

^master

P. ▲. SHUBTLIFF « CO. WILL JUEFVNS

again,

CURED OF LUNG TROUBLE.
"It is now eleven years since I had a
narrow
consumption,"
escape from
write· C. O. Floyd, a leading business
"I had run
man of Kershaw, S. C.
down in weight to 135 pounds, and
coughing was constant, both by day and
by night. Finally I began taking Dr.
King's New Discovery, and continued
this for about six months, when my
cough and lung trouble were entirely
gone and I was restored to my normal
And skepticism
beneficent purposes.
weight, 170 pounds." Thousands of
doesn't change the fact. Certainly not. persons are healed every year. GuaranNor any other fact. That goes without teed at F. A. Shurtleff à Co.'s drug
saying.
store. 50c. and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
Ah, well! we are not required to use
were
not
that
Tho captain, who was half owner, and
bestowed—evidently
gifts
Where but little is a seaman on the vessel, have been bound
an impossible thing.
given but little is required, and so the over to the United States Court on the
most of us haven't a big job on our charge of wrecking the schooner Fortuna
hands. It has occurred to us that if to secure the insurance. The Fortuna
Nature scatters weed-seed in her garden, went on the rocks just outaide Portland
she would be a bit surprised if she harbor on the 2d of December. It is
should harvest pop-corn. That would be said that this is the ûrst time this ofa miracle—of grace, a mystery—of godli- fence, which is technically known as
nees, and out of the ordinary course of barratry, was ever charged in Maine.
nature. But—we haven't had a call to The penalty is quite heavy.

The Maine Legislature has taken similar action.
The day is to be marked by more or
less elaborate exercises in a large proportion of the schools in a majority of
the states. As Longfellow was a native
of Maine it is important that the schools
of the state recognize and observe the
day with such exercises as will do
credit to them and honor to tho "Children's Poet."
preach.
That bowl of oysters nourished anothI therefore recommend and earnestly
to
teachers
that
er body than ours, and we failed to take
you request your
urge
prepare such programmes as will enable in the farce, which was said to be a good
the children to obtain worthy conception one. There was a time when forty beof the life, character and work of Ameri- low zero would have been summer heat
to us if we were inclined to go, bnt that
ca's greatest poet.
It is suggested that this program in- time is past time. We stepped out into
the atmosphere and straightway our
clude:
The singing of poems which have teeth, our store teeth, began to chatter
like the dental arrangement of Harry
been set to music.
The recitation of other poems.
Gill, and we clove to the open fire and
took comfort.
A brief sketch of Portland.
A description of the homes in which
Thirty-three eggs for the Wait pullet,
two weeks for repairs, and at it again.
he lived in Portland.
A few such and a person is in position
His boyhood and school days.
We advertise a new
to write big checks.
His life at Bowdoin.
Fits tours and studies abroad.
style of hens. We warrant them safe for
the garden. It will be but surface work
Ilis work at Cambridge.
or money refunded.
The Craigie Hou«e.
Getting down to
the root of things will be a difficult
Why you (the pupil) like his poems.
What poems do you like best and other problem for them. And yet they are
not freaks. Your last chance. We do
subjects that are considered suitable.
1 trust this matter will receive your not advertise to raise late November
With chickens any more. Our tender mercies
prompt and eflioient attention.
best wishes for a successful and helpful are cruel, and our conscience is a bit
celebration of the Centennial of Long- raw.
It was Grand Army day at Turner
fellow, I am,
Yours respectfully,
Grange Saturday, the 19th. Rev. Mr.
W. W. Stetson,
Little was to apeak.
The Lewlston Journal had a very
State Supt. of Public Schools.
likeness of Mr. Tilton. We miss
good
During» row in an Italian boarding him greatly in the places where we were
house in Portland Tuesday afternoon, wont to meet, and It is a satisfaction to
Antonio Gemino, who conducted the say with truth that no 111 will and bad
house, waa stabbed in the leg by another feelings ever marred our intercourse.
Italian, Paolo Celeato, who boarded la In many tilings we were In perfect agreethe house. Gemino bled to death In a ment, and particularly so on the most
Celeato waa later
the blood
very few minutée.
deadly thing that is
arrested at Cathance, where he was In of the nation, and the wayfaring man,
hiding.
though a little below par, ought to
know what that Is. It is written large
Coombs, the Lewiaton artist, ia to and may be read on the run.
John.
of ex-Governor Garoelon
a

propriate ceremonies.

paint
of Portland. for the state capitol's collection of
a Maine'· distinguished men, and there la
of
aympr.thy
wide circle of friends in Pari·, In his talk of a similar picture for the Lewiston public library.
ftftrearezneot
Ml* Marjorie Shurtleff

Mr. Shnrtleff has the

uay

uaed

low.

Muslin Underwear Sale

Guaranteed Stomach Remedy.

Many Children arc llckljr.
Mother βη?'· Sweet Powder· for Children,
by Mother Gray, a norae In Children'·
Home. New York, Break up Colds in 94 boon,
FROM BEAB POKD TO BEAR MOUNTAIN.
CHD1CHM.
eon Feverlshneaa, Headache, Stomach Trouble·,
Second Congregational Church, Rev. B. S. Teething Disorders, and Destroy Worm·· At
Hideout, Pastor. Pleaching service Sunday, all druggists, 35c. Sample mailed FBEE. Ad(Chapter 8.)
1030 A. M.; Sabbath School," 9:00 M.; T. P. 8. dress, Allen 8. Olmsted, Le Boy, Ν. Y.
Leaving Mr. Poller in good humor and C. It., Sunday Evening, βίΟ P. M.; Social Meet•end Ysnr Csttle and Hers· Hides
I started In*, 7 Λ) P. It. ; regular weekly Prayer Meeting,
with an invitation to call
evening.
to the CBOSBY FRISIAN PUB COMPANY,
out on the Llveraiore road for the pur- Tuesday
Universalis Church, Rev. 8. β. DavU, Bochester, Ν. Y., and have them converted Into
of "doing*' the old mountain nelgh- Pastor. Preaching service on Sunday at 10 JO coats, robe·, run, gloves and mittens; better
School, 1«Λ0; T. P.C. U. meet- and cheaper goods than you can buy. Never
rhood, so called, beoanse.it liée direct- A. M.7.00Sabbath
P. M.
mind the dlatanoe, "Crosby paya the freight."
ly north of great Bear Mountain. This ing,
Methodist Church, Rev. C. A. Brooke. Pastor. See our new Illustrated catalog, page 18. Π InSchool, terested send for It.
territory is a high tableland containing Preaohing service, 10 Μ A. M.; Sabbath
7.·00 P.M.,
several hundred acres, and when it was 12:00 M.; Social Erenlng Meeting,
prayer
Tuesday evening; class meeting
all occupied oontained some half dozen Friday meeting,
evening. Kpworth League, Sunday
Bora.
good farms and as many families; and evening, 6:00 P. M. Bev. B. 8. Cotton, Pastor.
Baptist Church,
while none of them were rich neither
M Â. Μ
Γ; Sabbath School, |
M.;
were they very poor.
12:00 M.: Prayer Meeting, 8unday evening 7 P.
In Norway Lake, Jan. 34, to the wife of E. C.
One of the most prominent men of his M., Wednesday
evening, 7 Λ0.
ij even
Murch, a son.
most
the
who
owned
one
In Norway, Jan. 33, to the wife of Burton B.
the
and
day,
STATED MEKTIHOa.
Truman, a daughter.
valuable farm was David Mason, who,
In East Otis field, Jan. 10, to the wife of Boy
P. A A.M. Regular meeting of Oxford Lodge,
on the approach of old age, sold out and No.
18, In Masonic Hall, Friday evening on or Pottle, a daughter.
In East OUefleld, Jan. 18, to the wife of Lewis
went to live with one of his children in before full moon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter,
Ko.
99, assembles Wednesday Evening, on or N. Bean, a eon.
Massachusetts.
In Hartford, Jan. 19, to the wife of Cheater
before full moon. Oxford Council, B. « S. M.,
Edward
The farm was purchased by
Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge, Gammon, a daughter.
Haggett, who, in addition to managing No. 1, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening after
the place, dealt in stook or almost any- full moon.
I. O. O. F—Norway Lodge.—Regular meeting
Married.
thing in which there seemed to be a In Odd Fellows'
Hall, every Tuesday Evening.
dime of profit. * More than this he was a Wlldey Encampment, No. 31, meets In Odd
EvenHail, second and fourth Friday
preacher of the Advent persuasion, and Fellows'
In West Parts, Jan. 31, by Bev. Thomas Whiteof each month. Mt. Hope Rebekah Lodge,
on the Sabbath would dispense the word ings
No. 88, meets on first and thud Friday of each •lde, Mr. Joseph L. Perry of Portland and Miss
Anna Whiteside of West Paris.
as he understood it. He was well versed month.
In Mechanic Falls, Jan. 19, by Bev. Frederick
K. of P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway Block
in theology, and rather an interesting
H. Cole, Mr. Arthur F. Allen and Mlaa Mabclle
every Thursday Evening, u. R., A. O. Noyce
J.
Sawyer, both of Norway.
of
each
speaker.
third
meets
No.
Friday
12,
Division,
In Mexloo. Jan. 20, by Bev. Ο. B. Hannaford,
After living on the farm several years month. Lake Assembly, No. 88, P. 8., second
Mr. W. H. Bridges ana Miss Clara McKeene.
month.
each
of
and
fourth
Brettun's
evenings
to
Friday
he sold out and moved
P. of H.—Norway Orange meets second and
Mills, where there were better facilities fourth Saturdays
of each month at Grange Hall.
Some
Died.
for prosecuting bis business.
G. A. B.—Harry Rust Post, No. M, meets in
New G. Λ. R. Sail on the first Tuesday Evening
came
death
later
his
suddenly
very
years
month.
each
of
and wholly unexpected. He was returnW. R. C.-Meets In New G. A. R. Hall, Mon
In Portland, Jan. 38, Mrs. Martha E. (Jacking from an Advent campmeeting and day evening.
son) Shurtleff, wife of 8ylvan Shurtleff, aged 79
Ν. E. O. P.—Lakeside Lodge, No. 177, meets In years, 10 day·.
died before reaching home. Ho left a
NewG. A.R. Hall, on the first and third WedIn Bethel, Jan. 38, Mr·. Bose M., wife of Nawidow but no children.
than Bean, aged M years.
nesday evenings of each month.
South Paris Council,
In Bethel, Jan. 20, Ml·· Sara Farwell, aged
Although Mr. Haggett was always Ο. υ. A. M.—Norway and
cheerful and ready for a trade, there No. 10, meets at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday 34 years.
In Dover, Ν. H., Jan. 31, William T. Wentwas nothing that savored of the jockey evening. F.—Elm Tree
Colony, No. 199, meets worth, formerly of Hiram, aged 75 years.
U. O. P.
about him; on the contrary he was an second and fourth Wednesday evenings of each
In Pari·, Jan. 32. Stephen B. Bawaon, aged 76
years, 8 month·, 18 days.
honest, square man in his dealings and month.
U. O. G. C.—Norway Commandery, No. 247.
In Oxford, Jan. 19, lira. Catherine A. Ballard,
always respected in the oommunity in meets second and fourth Thursday evenings or aged
79 year·, 9 month·.
which be lived.
each month
In BuckAeld, Jan. 20, Hiram Merrill, aged 78
K. G. E.—Oxford Castle, No. 2, meets In Ryer- year·.
The farm was finally abandoned, toson
In Buckfleld, Jan. 18, Leola, daughter of Scott
every Thursday evening, September to
gether with some others in the neigh- May,ball,
first and third Thursday evenings, May to E. and Clara L. Brlggs, aged 7 years.
borhood, which caused it to depreciate September.
In Sweden, Jan. 11, Mr». Lorraine Kneeland.
In Ea«t Hiram, Jan. 31, E. Merrltt Noble.
in value, while at the samo time the
Coldest Thursday morning, thirty beIn Eaat ill ram, Jan. 30, Henry Spencer, aged
buildings were getting out of repair.

NOBWAT.

A Fragment of My Lato VUlt.

(a Stores,)

buy.

CO.,
-

sum-

Norway.

....

BUY YOUR HORSE A

..

Good Wool STREET BLANKET
....

I

t

j

am

wool

AT THE

....

TUCKER
HARNESS STORE.
handsome
some
selling
p.ttern* in 80x84 inch good
blankets at $3.50. I have all grades of square blankets

from 75 cents to $6.00.
when you buy.

I

can save

TAMSIB IV.
Ol Main «t.,

you money

on a

blanket

FAVOR,

Norway, Maine,

HOMEMAKERS' COLUMN. I
to the ladles
Correspondence on topic· of Interest
U «oUcltevl. Address: Alitor Homhauri'
South
Parla, Me
Counts, oxforU Democrat,

WOOD ASH E5 FOR SALE
In any

desired.

quantity

CAR LOAD LOTS A SPECIALTY.
For Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

SXIRZjXN A.ATD OORHAM,

Paa-oid

410.—Traimposition·.
Rearrange the first four lines of the
Ho.

Roofing·

lot of î^aroid; open it; inspect it: apply it to your roof.
sti.1 if tiu· c you are not satisfied
that j ou Lave the Ixtt ready roolltg
uuvde, send us your came and addr»s>. and we will send you a check
for the full c««t of the roofing including the cost of applying it.

BUY

one

c'"ra,|y

Faroid Lasts

Longest

Because it ismadeof thek*«f/rff—made in our crw·
inula tarnished in 1817); other manufacturer· buy
ir (fit out. le and siiuply saturate and ooat it.
t
Cccau^eitisKcKilwd (not dipped) in Λ saturating
compound « Inch i: mkes it water proof In evtry fibre.
Becaaacit is coated ou Loi h side* with the strongest,
thickest, jmoothest, toughest, most flexible coating
u-edonany ready roofing. Don't take our word alone
f r it. Compare l'aroid with one other. You can see
aud feci ta» difference. Paroid doea not break or
crack Li the coldest weather or run in bot weather.
Because it is applied with our patented square,
sides—the only cap· that will not rust, work looee
■

rust proof cape—water proofiM on both
and cause teaks.
so strong a guaranty—«Ay It lasts
Tliese are some of the reasons why we can give Paroid
factories and farmers everywhere.
so long— why it is so largely used by tho U. S. Gov't, railways,
on
our
is
it,
guaranty.
All we ask that you try
but send for wimple· and pricea.
If your dealer cannot supply you, dou't take a substitute

niouey-back

BUILDING PLANS FREE

plans for Practical Farm Buildings.

S. P. MAXIM &

Better do it at

SON, Agents,

wouldn't

We

couldn't

we

Learn How to Rest.
Learn how to rest, you' women who
I·. 418.—Dlamoad.
would take tbo beat caru of yourselves at
1. A letter In «abject. 2. A mascu- the
least lime and trouble. A thorough
sand.
of
8.
line nickname.
Composed
eat of even half an huur will do more1
a
of
Part
4. A month. 5. Sublime. 0.
than the average woman baa any idea,
toward warding off doctor'* bills and ill· !
circle. 7. A letter in year.
net*ea, not to mention «.that it will keep
her looking young long after yearn are j
No. 414.—"F" Paul*.
against her.
Bat rest ia not simply dropping down
in a chair or even (browing one's self
down on a lounge, booted and frocked.
Not at all. There is not even uiu*cuUr
relaxation in thin, ami practically no
To be refreshed one
nervous lelief.
muat live up to it, figuratively speaking.
It may seem a miUaucp, but when did
while
one ever have anything worth
without working for it!
There ia nothing in the world to iqual
taking off one's things and getting into
bed, doiug it quite as though it were
bedtime. And jet I shouldn't eu y there
ia uoihing to equal that; there is oue
just a little belter, and that is taking ;i
hot bath first. Try it, ye soeptics! One
of the best known society women in New
York who looks scarcely older than-her
daughter who has been out for two seasons, attributes her youth almost solely
to the fact that every afternoon or early
eveuing of her life, before dinner, ahe
takes a hot bath and goes to bed, sometimes for not more than ten minutes.
To take a hot batb and go out imto many
There are α number of objects in the mediately afterward will seem
to be the height of imprudence,
picture which begin with the letter persons
but it is not really. A quick rub with
"F."—New York Tribune.
alcohol will close the pores and unless
one is very careless in dressing there
ITo. 415.—Rhomboid·.
will be no exposure to cold. Of course
I.—Acroes: 1. A beast of burden. 2. when you come down to it it is like anyTo peel. 3. To eat 4. An ancient gar- thing else; it may be abused and be ina
den. Down: 1. In mounts. 2. Higher. jurious; properly managed it is
8. A youth. 4. A large lake. 5. Ter- panacea.
The theory of the treatment is very
mination. 6. One-half of keep. -7. In
simple; that fatigue reduces the strength
mounts.
and vitality, making one susceptible to
II.—Acroes: 1. Tender. 2. Terror. 8. cold and Ulrtees that under ordinary conTo fall in drops. 4. Blot. Down: 1. In ditions would be harmless. As to the
mouuts. 2. A preposition. S. A color. effect upon the complexion, resting the
of the face
4. Tarts of the head. 5. To tear off. nerves relaxes the muscles
and the result is smoothness and fresh0. A river of Italy. 7. In mounts.
ness when otherwise there is a drawn

oooe.

South Paris, He.

if

so

say

it!

prove

look.

If ever there is a time of the year when
demand is made upon a woman's physiverso to form a rhyme.
cal strength, it is when bnsiness occuWe like your way. oh. yes. New Year,
pies ihe working woman by day, and in
Blithe and tray, chocry ns ever;
the evening she has her social diversions.
Your childish will we know, and yet—
A woman who belongs to the "leisure"
You don't fulfill, but promise well.
class is working hard all day too, with
Year.
New
Always,
shopping, engagements and the like, and
at night she lceeps up the engagements
No. 417.—An Eastern Paul·.
just the same or more so. Therefore
An old Persian died, leuvlug seven- half an hour at least should be given
his
divided
be
to
among
teen camels
over to rest to avoid illness and looking
three sons in the following proportions: like a worn out old woman.
Late in the afternoon is the best time
The eldest 'o have hulf, the second a
for relaxation, anywhere from half-past
third and the youngest a ninth. Of
four to six o'clock, and do not grndge
course camels cannot bo divided into
the time. If a woman is goiug to rebel
brothers
the
fractions, so, in despair,
at being still all the time she is resting
submitted their difference to a very she bad better save herself, for there
will be no rest in that at all.
wise old dervish.
If she decides to take a hot bath and
"Nothing easier!" said the wise AU.
go to bed she should have the latter
"I will divide them for you."
ready to get into immediately on leaving
How did he do It?
the tub. Do not let the water be so hot
as to cause perspiration; it should be
No. 41H.—Charade.
If the
warm enough merely to relax.
First Is a collection of printed tub is
long enough lie at full length
sheeta.
most of the time wnile in the water, but
Second is a small creeping animal in any event do not stay in more than
ave minutes.
L>onger man mat mignt
without feet.
a# thuf irhl<«li
be weakening.
The bedroom should be quite dark,
le written.
and the strictest orders should be given
that one is not to be disturbed. If there
Ko. 419.—A Boy.
are children in the house they may play
two
—,
fine,
shapely
had
The boy
in a room where their noise will not be
Yet they were not a team.
beard by the one resting.
Telephone
two he still was not
With
calls should be unheeded; Indeed, it is a
A teacher. It would seem.
fact that nothing should interrupt the
could not be used
Hie kind of
few minutes or more given up to refreshIn building as an aid.
ment. If for any reason a woman will
Ho had a —. but was no king ;
not take the rest cure to this extent the
no music made.
His
may still get some benefit from lying
down. But boots or shoes must be takhas ..ever formed a part
His
en off, and tight clothes loosened, if she
Of any vehicle.
were not used as whlpa
His
really is to get from it what she should.
To make the horses pull.
Important Is it that the room should be
darkened. It is impossible for facial
was not like those
And this boy's
muscles to relax if a bright light is conUpon the thorn tree seen;
stantly before them.
were not the leaves of trees.
His
Few women seem to know the rest that
wu3 not green.
His
results from changing the shoes as soon
There are two
as one goes indoors.
No. 4^0.—Triple Beheading».
for this; one is that in the street
1. Triply behead less uud have a cou- reasons
are worn heavier leather than is required
Junction.
for the house, and the other that a slight
2. Triply behead to cleave uud have difference in
shapes permits of pedal
a pronoun.
cords and muscles relaxing. Shoes for
the street should never be worn indoors
Juat For Fob.
any longer than it takes to change them.
A cutaway jacket le the proper cosOne of the fundamental principles of
rest is that the person shall not be distume for un elopement.
The cat is mad wheu it has ita back turbed. One expecting to bo called, or
even called unexpectedly doee not give
camel.
up, but It*» dlffereut with the
And it must not be for"Well, I'll die game anyway," re- up thoroughly.
gotten that rest, real, refreshing, youth
murked the sparrow when he waa ehot
giving, health restoring rest is of the
by mistake for a reedblrd.
nerves as well as the body.—Ex.
—

—

THE

—

—

Underwood

—

—

Proverbial WUdoin.

Suggestions.

Boasters are cousins to liars.
Foolish fear do»:' les danger.
Denying u fault doubles It
A grain of prudence U worth a

Pood don't dlgaetf Because th· «tornlob lack· aome οαβ of the essential distants or the digestive juices are not
properly balanced. Thee, too, it i· this
indigested food that causes Bourse·· and
pilnfol In llgestion. Kodol For Indigestion aboald be aaed for relief. Kodol la
It dlgeata
ι solution of vegetable aold·.
what you eat, and oorrecta the deflcienjies of the digeation. Kodol conform·
to tl>o National Pare Food and Drug
Law. Sold by F A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

Little liana—Mother, tell

me

how pa-

pa got to know you?
Mot 1er—One day 1 fell into the water
ind lie jumped in and fetched me ont.
Little Hana—H'm, that's funny; he
iron't let me learn to swim.

Αο

HER

The Mehlin, Poole, Merrill, Prescott end The Lauter Player Piano,
and are sold for just as low
are all first claw, high grade instruments,
of
the
for
be
sold
can
mo- ey as they
quality the instrument. Also I have
Dear Sin:— BmyMilh, Me. Jaa. »j, 1905. several medium
A
large stock always on hand. Pricet
grade pianos.
I begin taking "L. P." Bitten orer
and we will try and interest you in
for
Send
terms
catalogue
low,
and Ion
easy.
one year ago for stomach trouble
on the market.
of appetite, and they have done me 10 the best pianos that are
much good, I now highly indorse the
Medicine. I would not keep house with·
out it. Y oars truly, Ernest M. Damon.
HlUlnge BXooK.
The appetite must be good to assure
«
Maine.
the right assimilation of food and conse- iouth Parle,
There
and
mind
of
body.
vigor

Τhis Pig Went to Market I APPETITE
You have heard many «tories ubout

pigs and probably a story about this
went to
ρ If;, for this is tlie one that
market.

He wae a funny little fellow, who was
fond of fun. and because be llkrd ο
have a good time be got into trouble.
At tbe market he got hie bask

W. J. Wheeler db Co.,

RE- tilled with apples and potatoes a.id
SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMEVT
GARDING THE NATIONAL PURE penches and fenra and berries and oth- quently
are many ways to secure an appetite, but
er good things that bis mother had told
FOOD AND DKUG LAW.
the easiest, quickest and surest is to take "L.
We aro pleased to announce that Fo- liiui to fret and then started for homo.
P." Atwood's Medicine. Try it to-day.
met
colds
he
and
Tar
for
when
far
coughs,
not
ley's Honey
lie had
got very
ind lung trouble· is not affected by the
was
two other little pigs. One of them
National Pure Food and Drug law as it
a kite and the* other was watchsontains no opiates or other harmful flying
him.
#
Jrugs, and we recommend It a· a safe ing
"OU. what great sport!" exclaimed
remedy for children and adults. F. A.
"How I should like to
our little pig.
Shurtleff Λ Co.
that kite!"
fly
Mrs. Chugwater—Josiah, this paper
Then the other pigs said be could do
lays "municipal ownership is an ignis
and he set his baskets down and
fatnus." What ia an ignia fatuus?
Mr. Chugwater—Tbat'a so plain that
anybody ought to know what It means
"Faat first sight. "Ignia" means fire.
tuna" ia fat. The fat's in the fire.

HOW TO AVOID APPENDICITIS.

Most victims of appendicitis are those
who are habitually constipated. Orino
Laxative Fruit Syrup curea chronic conatipation by atimulating the liver and
bowela and restores the natural action of
the bowela. Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup
does not nauaeate or gripe and ia mild
and pleasant to take. Refuse substitute·.
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
waa a

All Kind

sons'

a

"This is the first time you have been
to prayer meeting in a long time," said
tbe pastor of a colored congregation.
"I had to come," replied Mr. Erastui
Pinkley. "I needs strength'nin'. I'se
not a job whitewashin' a ohicken coop
an* build in1 a fence around a watermelon

patch."

"Tbey like the taste as well as maple
sugar" is what one mother wrote ol
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup. Thii
modern cough syrup is absolutely fre«
from any opiate or narcotic. Contain·
Honey Tar. Conforms to the National
Pure Food and Drug Law. Sold by F.
A. Shurtleff A Co.
Schoolma'am—Now, tell

me

truth,

to be dependable under
all conditions, adapted
to all classes of work,
and free from experi-

mental defects.

—

Typewriter Co.,

Exchange Street, Portland,

Always

Maine.

Remember the Full Name

Quinine
in Two.

axative Rromo

Cures a Cold in One Day, Grip

ûfàjOrmnimO**».

Steam

Engine

0. hostess receive her guests remove their
4. Pt-ppln. 5. Pl-llow.
Others may leave their wraps in
0. hats.
8. Pi-ffera
7. ΙΜ-οιιλ.
Pi-erce.
the dressing room, but keep on hats and
12.
11. Pi-rate.
10. Pl-azxu.
Pi-ke.
as when calling.
gloves
Pi nion. 13. Piano. 14. Pl-kelin.
A tasty little "valentine" that a genNo. 410.—Plum Pudding Puzzle: "The erous housewife can make for some sick
proof of tho pudding Is eating tho friend is a dainty gelatine dessert turned
out of a heart-shaped mold. Cover the
string."
dieh with an effective Japanese napkin,
Να 411.—A Star:
on the top of which is pinned a valentine
s
with a cheery message.
Do not have your guest-room bereft of
Ν
Ο
comforts. A few books and magazines,
β
ι
ο η ο β
■
a work basket and a little desk, howΒ
α
Α
Ο
Ν
H
ever simple, equipped with paper, pen
Ν
Τ
I
I A
and ink, etc., will be greatly appreciated
τ I
Ι
*
Ο
by the guest who is waiting for her
I
trunk before she can "do anything."
!
Ν θ
Τ
Β
Τ
•
An effective decoration for the centre
Ν
Β
o' the dining-table, when guests are exG
pected, is a half of a hollowed-out cofilled with growing beauty.
Positives and Compara- coanut
No. 412.
Several of these can be started early in
tives: 1. Teller, tell. 2. Form, former.
the spring by filling with earth and
3. Wither, with.
planting either geraniums in bud, a
small fern, or nasturtium seeds. In a
THE CONGREGATION warm room the eeeds will soon be forced
I DISTURBED
The person who disturbed the congre- into blooming.
An exchange says, "We made over
gation last Sunday by continually coughing is requested to buy a bottle of seventy dollars at our advertising table
Foley's Honey and Tar. F. A. Shurtleff this year, and tho total expense was
about six dollars for postage and ex* Co.
The idea was that if a firm would
press
"Did you see the Derby when you give us anything to sell they were to
send us a placard setting forth its merits,
were abroad?1'
"No," but I did see a close race in and this was hung in a prominent position upon the wall. The booth was in
Great -Britain, though."
the best-lighted corner of the ball, so
"Indeed! What was it?"
these placards were most conspicuous
"The Scotch."
from every part of the place. Thus we
Wheu the cold winds dry and crack accumulated a miscellaneous assortment
skin
of
can
save
much
the
a box
salve
of artiolea, books, fine writing paper, etc.
discomfort. In buying salve look for There was
something useful to suit
the name on the box to avoid any imita- each
purse, and the things sold rapidly.
be
the
and
sure
original Of course we asked all the stores in our
tions,
you get
Witch Hazel Salve. Sold by F. A. Sunrt- town to contribute, and tho results were
l«ff Λ Co.
most encouraging."
For fried foods nothing makes a pretBess—I really think May is in love tier or more appetizing garnish than
with you.
lemons out into various shapes, and

Pi-mples.

unquestionably proven

76

Me.

Jack-Really? Why?

Bess—I heard her remark yesterday
that homeliness in a man is not really a
drawback, but a sign of character."

invigorate·, strengthens and builds
It keep· you in oonditioa physically, mentally and morally. That's what
Holllster'a Rocky Mountain Tea will do.
35 cents, Tea or Tablets. Sold here by
It

up.

and Boiler

F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

For Sale Cheap.

Second hand*, six horse power
Doctor—Madam, your husband most
have absolute rest.
and eight horse power boiler.
Dr. Austin Tenney, Oculist, will
Madam—Well, doctor, he won't listen
Call and see them at A. C. Jones'
he at Elm House, Norway, Thurs- to me—
Machine Shop, South Paris, Me.

engine

W· Do all Kind· of....
JOB PRINTING.
»wi< A Fartaa, tmtk Park

day, Ja

».

to 4 p. κ.

17th. Hour», 10:30 Α.
Eyes examined free.

Ac.
anddaaerlptlqn

Sepia

of Ma-

took hold of the cord upon which tbe
kite, away up in the air, was pulling
as hard as ever it could puli.
"This is great fun," said be.
"Hold tight!" cried the other pigs.
"I will," said our pig.
After awhile be became tired, and
he called the other pigs to come and
take their kite, but they did not come.
What do you suppose had happened?

Supplies.

Stomach

headsoho, oonstipation, bod breath
general debility, «our risings, tod catarrh
of the stomach are til due to indigestion.
Kodol cores Indigestion. This new discovof dlfeaery represents the natural juices
ttoa ts they exist la a healthy stomach,
oomblned with the greatest known tonio
end reconstrvcthre properties. Kodol Dy»>
pepeia Cure doee not only cure Indicestioa

delivered at any station.

Ε. Η. PIKE,
Bankrupt's

MAINE.

Petition for

J

Bankrupt. )

In Bankruptcy.

CHARLES

OBDEB OF NOTICE THEBEOIV.
District or Maikt, ss.
On this 12th day of Jan A. D. 1907, on readpetition. It laing tbe foregoing
Ordered by the Court, That a bearing be had
the 1st day of Feb., A. D.
same
on
the
apon
1907, before said Court at Portland, In said District, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and that notice thereof be published In tbe Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
that all known creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at tbe said time and place,
and abow cause, If any they have, why tbe
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
And It is further ordered by the Court, That
tbe Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of residence as

captain changed countenance, but be
pttlleJ himself together and appealed
to the sergeants with. "Which of you
will hang this man?" And to spare bis stated.
the How. Clakskce Hale, Judge
captain oui· of tbe men volunteered. ofwitness
the said Court, and tbe seal thereof, at FortHe afterward had the satisfaction of land, In said District, on tbe 12th day of Jan.,
flogging tbe man who bad voluuteered A. D. 1907.
JAMBS B. HBWET, Clerk.
[L. 8.]
and failed.
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
HBWBT.Clerk.

JAMBS E.

The War to Work.
in
If work has to be done tbe only way For
to escaiM> will paralysis Is to launch
and
land belonging to the
bouae
Tbe
oneself upon the task, realizing that If estate of tbe late Mrs. Sarah W..Hewett,
it Is difficult It Is not likely to grow situated in the center of tbe village, bas
easier and that some sort of a begin- two apartments of seven and eight rooms
ning must be made. "Keep tbe facul- with sheds, large attio, Ac., and is in
are
ty of elTort alive lu you by a little excellent condition. The grounds
additional house
gratuitous exercise every day," writes extensive, containing
lota.
a canny psychologist in his chapter on
W. T. HEWETT.
"Habit." This gratuitous exercise It Is
JAMES S. WRIGHT, Agent, S. Paris.
and
life
rule
tbat trains the will to
destiuy; It is tbe one great secret of
success.
Postponing of disagreeable
Clitics means l.ixness Invading tbe will,
a certain slackening of all the mental
nature, an invasion of a paralytic tendIf tbe will failed to obey at a
ency

Sale

South Paris.

Γο all persona interested ta either of the Κ.βΐ.α
hereinafter name·! :
At a Probate Court, held at Pari*, In ami
for the County of Oxford, on the thirl Tueaday of
Jan., In the year of our Lord one tbou»&D<]
nine hundred and seven. The following matter
having beer printed for the action thereui>on
hereinafter indicated. HI· hereby Obdkkxd
That notice thereof be given to all person* la.
te rented, by earning a copy of thla order to l*
Oxpublished three aweeka successively In attheSouth
ford Democrat,
newspaper published
Parla, In aald County, that they may appear at
Probate Court to be held at aald Paria, on the
third Tuesday of February. A. D. 1907, at »
of the clock In tb* forenoon, and be heard there
on If ther see cauae.
LUS Λ Ε. ABBOTT, late of Rumfonl, le
ceased; trill and petition for probate thereof |>re<
s;Bted by Caroline W. Ulanchard, the executrix
therein natne<l.

LUCY C- JONES, late of Level I, deceased;
will and petition for probate thereof presented
by Susan A. Waiker, the executrix therein
named.
GILBKRT TILTON, late of Buckflcld, Meceased; will and petition for probate tliereuf
presented by Cynthia M. Tllton, the executrix

therein named.

ALBERTO JORDAN, of Albany, ward; atcount presented for allowance by Tbomai- o.
Jordan,
guardian.
this
famous
but
remedy
sad dyspepsia,
ENID A. and MERLE K. I)A I LEV, minor
eureo ail stomach troubles by cleansing,
of
Canton; first account presented for
wirde,
purifying, sweetening and strengthening allowance by Nellie K. Dalley, guardian.
the mucous membranes Hnlng the stomach.
RUTH BOWMAN, late of Hebron, decease·:,
Mr. 8. S. Bel, af IUwmwooJ· W. Va.. MJK— eecond account
for allowance by Ac
"
I mi tabled wttk tour stomach for twaety ram. ael G. Bowman, presented
administrator.
Kodol awed as and «e ara now using It Is mA
tarhahr,"
WILSON STILLMAN, late of Peru,decent·!,
for parti il distribution presented It;
Kodol Digests What You tat
amea 9. Wright, administrator.
ΙΟΙ*, f 1.00 SIm hddlnt 2H time· the Mai
cents.
sails
for
SO
alto, which
STANLEY SHUBTLEEK, of Paris, minor
I by Ι. α DeWITT AOO., ΟΗΚΜΟα
ward; petition for license to sell and convey real
estate
presented by Krank A. S hurt le IT, guardian
Sburtleff
A
Co.
Sold by F. A.
A LPIIONZO C. JONES, late of Paris, <1(ceased ; will and petition for probtte thereof j.reE. W.
sente<l by Walters. Jonca, the executor therein
named.
STEPHEN R. PARSONS, late of Paris, le
ceased ; first account preoented for allowance t»y
Oscar W. Parsons, administrator.

Setltlon

Discharge.

To tbe Hoir. Clabkncb Hals, Judge of the District Court of the United States for tbe District
of Maine:
H. MORRISON of Rumford. In the
County of Oxftrd, and State of Maine,
In said District, respectfully represent· that
1906, be waa
on the ISth day of January,
of
duly adjudged bankrupt under tbe Acta
be has
Congre·* relating to Bankruptcy; that
and
his
all
rights
property
duly surrendered
of property, and bas fully compiled with all the
requlrementa of said Acts and of the orders of
Court touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore be prays, That be may be decreed
all
by tbe Court to have a full discharge from
debts provable against his estate under said
aa
are
debts
such
Bankruptcy Acts, except
excepted by law from such discbarge.
Dated this 5th day of Jan., A. D. 1907.
CHARLES H. MORRISON, Bankrupt.

Attest:

strength, ι

Ion of

appetite,

No

Spruce, Fir, and Poplar

)
Id the matter of
CHARLES H. MORRISON,

PRODATE IfOTICKH.

Sour
mm,

Scientific JUncrkan.

ItUsssate»

specialty.

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St..

ffieUU

Journal.

L. M. TUFS,

PEELED PULPWOOD.

WEST PARIS,

a

tlonntrictly

•«nt free. Oldest agency for ·*«ηΜΡ·*βι*.
Patente taken through Mann k Co. reeelrt
notice, without charge, in the

A bandaomely llloetrated weekly. Urnt ttTerm·. $3 a
eolation of any aeientlOç
«η newedeaJen
year ; fonr month*, »L Bold by

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Wanted.

TBIS 1'IG WKNT TO MABKBT.

and Oil

COPVRIOHT·
'rTf,<
may
Anyone sanding a sketch
whaAber «
to
*·*«"
wir opéntoo
uyiuivw ft··
ascertain
M certain oar
anlekly
QQleklf
■<BiW'.?-ri:
—κ-κιCommanirA.
Coemnniea·
Invention I· probably
oonitleiitlil. HANDBOOK αβ Patents

CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish I

I will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of
Sise or Style M reasonable price».

any

Also Window & Door Frames,
If In want of soy kind of Finish for Inside or
outside work, tend In your order*. Pine Lum
ber sod Shingle· on band Cheap for Cssb.

ADDISON E. HKRKICK, Judge of aald Court.
copy—Attest
ALBERT D. PARK, Register

A true

COKDEKSID
—

Oxford

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
Hard Wood Floor Boards for sale.

Mttched

West Sumner.

....

THE

—

County P. ofH. Mutual Fire
Insurance Company,
«oath

Paria, Halo·.

ASSETS. DEC. 31,190β.
Cash In office àml bank,.

CHANDLER,

W.

E.

OF

STATEMENT

Maine.

Assessments unpaM,.··
All other aaaeu

r.
oo
toro
i;

cash assets,.
LIABILITIES, DEC. 31, 1906.
Losses unpaM,
tiroes

KILL.™· COUCH

and

CURE

WH

THi

Borrowed money
Due ο Ulcere,
All other liabilities,

LUNC8

Dr. King's

^OLDS

Ο. W.

Q. PEltllAM, Secretary.

BONDS FOR SALE.
Norway

Water Co. of Norway, Me.

First Mortgage Four per cent twentyyear bond· in $100 and 9500 pieces.
Price 101.

and Quickest Cure for all
THBOAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONET BACK
Surest

Por Sale at

NOTICE.

The lubecrlber hereby give* notice that she
has been duly appointed executrix of the last
will and testament of
SILAS E. KING, late of Oxford,
in the County of Oxford, deceased. All person»
having demands against the estate of said de
ceasea are desired to present the same for settlement, anil all Indebted thereto are requested to
make payment Immedlatelv.
FLORENCE Π. KING.
.Ian. 16th, 1907.

BEFORE

0

β
USB
Net caah assets,
Premium note* subject to assessment. |1«2 -74 <«3
Amount of Insurance In force
$3,111.ν)1 «Λ

Price
60c &$1.00
Free Trial.

OUGHSand

"
"

—

Total liabilities

New Discovery
/T0N3UÛPTI0N

FOR I

0

.....

Norway National Bank.

For Service
right good
right size.

A
the

Berkshire Boar,

just

Service fee $ I .oo.
A. K. JACKSON,
South Paris, Nie.

AFTER

and
USING

—

is the one real visible
writer which has been

Underwood

0Ε·ΜΝ·

Mouldings Ί,;L

&

SOUTH PARIS.

—

Typewriter

Mats, Mirrors

A. W. WALKER & SON,

strange

fatal malady. Take
Foley's Kidney Cure at the first sign of
trouble as it corrects irregularities and
prevents Bright's disease and diabetes.
Sold by F. A. Shurleff A Co.
he may have

Patents

and Pictures,

in Crayon, Water color,

little plga bad run
man here to see Those two naughty
with his baskets.
who
little
said
away
Ethel,
you to-day, papa,"
When he got home there were tears
met her father in the ball aa he came
home.
In his eyes and bis mother had a little
"Did he have a bill?"
switch waiting for him. You may be
"No, papa. He had just a plain nose." sure that the next time she sent him
tbe
on an errnnd he did not stop on
Mothers who give their children Kento fly kites or anything else. There
way
nedy's Laxative Cough Syrup invariably is a time for
play and a time for work.
indorse it. Children like it because the
Contains Honey —1'ittsburg Dispatch.
taste is so pleasant.
and Tar. It is the Original Laxative
Cough Syrup and ie unrivaled for the rein' u
U.iui'.uiau·
l.b .(
Drives the cold out
lief of croup.
Tlu· KntMi nrui.v wan ouce in dlfflthrough the bowels. Conforms to the
the lack of a hangman
National Pure Food and Drug Law. Sold ruitiiM
MurUe.*· was committed by a soldier In
by F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
tbe Crimea, but uobody could be found
SHE WAS FROM BOSTON.
to carry out tbe sentence of tbe court
"I shall never speak to him again," martial. It was announced that £20
she declared.
ami a free discharge would be granted
"What has he done?"
to the man undertaking the task. At
"He told rae yesterday that he had last a man did volunteer. He was α
dreamed he and I had been wrecked on
newcomer to tbe army. On tbe night
a deaert island."
to the date fixed for tbe execution
prior
a
dream, yon
"Well, it was only
they locked up tbe hangman In α staknow."
"Yes, but if he possessed true polite- ble to keep him safe. In tbe morning
ness he would have dreamed that there the party at the gallows waited, but
was a chaperon with us."
there was no bangman. He bad gone
mad during tbe night or else be was
AN INSIDIOUS DANGER.
now simulating madness. Tbe officer
One of the worst features of kidney lu command turned to one of his captrouble is that it is an insidious disease
tains with. "Captain, you will have the
and before tbe victim realize* bis danger
goodness to bang tbe prlsouer!" The
"There

60 YEARS*
EXPERIENCE

High Grade Portrait Work

Nearly every person who is subject to
attacks from the atomach suffer· from a
morbid dread of a dietetic treatment for
relief, that ia three-fourth· starvation,
and one-fourth toast and milk. On the
other band yon can eat as you please and
digest the food by the aid of a good digeatant, thus giving the tired stomach
equally as muoh rest. Eat what you
please and take a little Kodol For Indigestion after your meals. It digests
what you eat. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff
Λ Co.
"Mr. Merchant," said the new clerk,
preparing to ask for more pay, "I think
I understand the business pretty well
now, and—"
his
"Ye·?" interrupted
employer.
"Well, keep at it four or five years. Perit
as well as
then
understand
haps you'll
you think you do now."

Picture Frames

bo.

quaint and pretty centerpiece for a Johnny Joues. You know what will
Washington's birthday party is to have a happen if you tell a lie, don't you?
in a bright red pot.
little tree
Johnny Jones—res, ma'am. I'll go
pound String this planted
tree with artificial cherries of to the bad
place.
of craft.
rather good size, made of a dab of cotSchool ma'am-Yen, and that isn't the
ton wool wrapped in a twist of bright worst of it. Yuu'll also be expelled
Key to the Pussier.
red paper. Little baby ribbon streamers from school.
given moment yesterday It Is vastly
Omitted Words: Noise, can hang from the stem of each "cherΝα 40(1
less likely to obey today, whereas a
sound, paper, girls, boye, fingernail, ry," and after supper each guest can Three little babes were nestled in bed.
habit of forceful lublbitlng or
pull off a cherry and will find enclosed "I'll name William, Willie and Bill," «'.ally
fun, able, squeeze, scold.
commanding makes for tbat most demother said;
wool some trifling juke or
No. 407.—Numerical Enigma: 1. Par- in the cotton
souvenir. Tiny toy animals, doll's mir- Wide was her smile for triplets they be, sirable of all endowments, "a comtisan. 2. Romance.
will"
fashioned
Harper's
rors, wee sachets, stick pins (the pin She lays her good luck to Rocky Mount- pletely
8.
Ace.
2.
1.
1.
408.—Diamond:
No.
ain Tea. (Great baby medicine.) Weekly.
slipping into the cherry stem), and
Ark.
5.
Sleet.
6.
Green. 4. Iceberg.
many other trifles can be thought of F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
7.0.
small enough to bide in this novel way.
The Flrat Nail·.
Managing Editor—Did you get SenAt an afternoon tea or reception, only
No. 400.—Novel Acrostic: Temple of
The lirst nails were undoubtedly tbe
their ator Glucose's views of the Japanese
Karnak. L Pi-teons. 2. Pl-ebald. 3. those ladies who are invited to help
A

PIANOS.

Recovered

Αΐ7»π)»Ι S ory For
Utile Fclks

M

VODEQKDNœrajn

Doctor—A
very
madam—« very good

TO

CURE

'Take

good beginning,
beginning.

A COLD

IN

ONE

DAY

Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
retond money If it fails to
E. W. GaovB't signature ia on
our·.

Druggist·

eaok bos.

Mo,

fringed celery.

A good salad is made by boiling a cupful of Lima beans that have been soaked
all night in cold water, till tender; slip
off the skins as yon would from blanched almonds; drain and set aside to get
oold; mix with an equal quantity of cold
boiled potatoes cat in very thin slices
and then quartered, and to one pint of
this mixture add two tablespoonfula of
celery cut In small dioe, and one greening apple, also diced. Lay In egg-shaped spoonfuls ou lettuce leaves ana serve
with mayonnaise. When boiling Lima
beans to serve as a vegetable, or for
aoup, a feiW can be set aside.
The small, white kidney bean is also
excellent In a salad. Boil as above;
drain very dry and to half a pint of
beans add half a pint of dioed tomato
celery and sweet green pepper, eqaal
parts of each. This may be serrea in
tomato or pepperahalls.

situation as I directed?
didn't
New Reporter—The Senator
have any views, but I got some pretty
gnoii pictures along that line off a tea
chest this morning.
A CARD.
This is to certify that all druggists
authorized to refund your money if
Foley's Honey and Tar fails to cure your
cough or cold. Cures la grippe cough*
are

and prevents pneumonia and consumption. Contains no opiates. The genuine

yellow package.

Refuse substiF. A. Shurtleff A Co.

is in a
tutes.

He—Ob, please, Mdlle. Jeanne, do not
call me Mr. Durand.
She (coyly)—Ob, but our acquaintance
is so short. Why sbodld I not call you
thai?
He—Well, chiefly because my name Is

Dupont.

do this by a dose or two of De Witt's
Little Early Risers. Safe, reliable little
pills with a reputation. The pills that
every one knows. Recommended by F.
A. Shurtleff A Co.
"He certainly seems a bit sad—this
What
horse that Santa Clans sent you.
do you think he wants?"
"D<> you know, mummy, I fink be
wants a train to shy at."
You will not find beauty In rouge pot
True beauty
or complexion whitewash.
comes to them only that take Hollister's
Rocky Mountain Tea. It is a wonderful
tonic and beautifier. 35 oents Tea or
Tablets. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
The Western legislator had fire in bis
eye.
"Mr. Chairman," he said, "my sonl
revolts against tbe oppression exercised

by these railroad·. My"—
"Sit down," said tbe presiding officer.
"Tbey called In my pass too."
nOW TO AVOID PNEUMONIA.

You can avoid pneumonia and other
serious results from a cold by taking
Foley's Honey and Tar. It stops the
oough and expels the cold from the system as it is mildly laxative. Refuse any
but the genuine in tbe yellow package.
P. A. Shurtleff A Co.
said the diffident youth,
daughter has consented to mar—"

"Sir,"

"Has, eh? Well, then, what

bothering me

"93"

followed. Tbe first manufactured metal
Tbe nail with
nails were of bronze.
which Jael killed Sisera was a wooden
tent pin. probnbly pointed with Iron.
Uron?.e nails have been found In the

Swiss lake dwellings, In several places
in France and In the valley of tbe
Nile. I'ntil the nineteenth century Iron
nails were forged, a blacksmith being
able to make ouly two or three dozen
The first cut nails were made
a day.
by Jeremiah Wilkinson In Rhode Island
The first pstented nail maIn 1775.
chine was by Perkins. 1795, and Its
product of *200.000 nails a day was considered so euormous that some persons deemed tbe result due to super-

Louisville, Ky„
Gentlemen

for?"

"your

are

yon

A GUARANTEED CURE FOR PILES.

Itching, Blind, Bleeding, Protruding

Piles. Druggists are autnoriaed to refund money if Paso Ointment fails to
sura in 5 to 14 day·. 60 oenta.
In each act of taking breath
uthalM oat plat of air.

an

adult

How to Grow Mtnlatnr· Oaka.

rated and become an Interesting object
to all that heboid It As soon as tbe
plant has made Its appearance It will
be found beneficial to change the water frequently.
Prcmlaaa,

"What would you think of a 99 per
cent premium?" said an Insurance
agent. "A premium of $99,000 on a
$1(0.000 policy. Hardly worth taking
out. eh?" Such a policy was once taken
out. though, on a ship thought to be
Ijst It Is a common thing on overdue
►ships to take out policies at 80 or 85 or
00 per ceut On tbe Bulgaria and the
Croft in 1S00 policies at 90 per cent
were taken out. and on the Adelaide
Mary, even after two of her lifeboats
bad been picked up, ft policy of 92 per
ceut was issued.
One Evil Chaaea the Other,
Visitor to tbe West Indies (wbo has
been warned against bathing In the
river liecaus* of alligators, but bas
been told by tbe boatmen tbat there
ure noue ut tbe river's mouth)—By
Jove, this is ripping! But, I say, how
do you know there are no alligators
here? Koatmau—Well, you see, sab, de
alligator am so turr'ble feared ob de

Shark.—Punch.

May 24,

1905.

:

Allow me to say a word endorsing
the remarkable merits of your Rexall
4,93" Hair Tonic.
My attention was called to this remedy by one of your clerks, who guaranteed beyond question it would stop
my hair -falling out, and also put my
scalp in healthy condition for new
hair.
I hand you photograph before starting to use it, which shows me to be
nearly bald. After using two bottles
I saw decided improvement, so continued its use. I have used seven 50-

Secure a good ripe acorn and suspend It by a piece of cord within half
on Inch or so of water contained In a
glass. There let It stay, for If permitted
to remnln without disturbance for a
few months It will burst, send a root
Into the water and shoot upward a
straight tapering stem covered with
beautiful little green leaves. In this
manner α young oak tree can be cult!·

Exorbitant

Hair
Tonic

TMOft. J. SHOOK·

natural ugency.

Clear up the complexion, cleanse the
liver and tone the system. You can best

around

sharp teeth of various animals. Then
It Is believed pointed frugments of flint

This is

a

remarkable

case—an

exception

bottles, and have a heavier suit
of hair than I ever had in my life.
I also enclose photograph taken a
few weeks ago, showing the wonderful results in a short time.
I take great pleasure in making
this statement to you, gentlemen, endorsing your great Rexall "93" Hair
Tonic, and will answer promptly all

cent

inquiries regarding it.
I am at present special agent of the

and Southern Insurance
Company, 21-22 Courier-Journal Office Building, this city.
Western

Very respectfully,

to the

F. A. SHURTLEFF &
The

THOS. J. BROOKS

rule.

We do not

jfaxott Store

Μ ΟΤΙ OK.

SIM.

FAUSTINA 0. BROWN.

that "93"

CO., Druggists

NOTICE.

The •nbacrlber hereby give· notice that «he
The •abacrtber hereby rive· notice that he
hu been duly appointed exccatrlz of the laet 1 bu been duly appointed admlnlatralor of the
will and teetament of
eetate of
rBANCKS C. 8TOWE. late of Parla.
CTNTfll Κ Ε. MORRILL, late of Sumner,
In the Connty of Oxford, deceased, aad (flren In the County of Oxford, deceased, and jrlven
All person· bavin* bond· a· the law direct*.
bond· as the law direct··
All perron· baring
demand· acaUut the estate of *ald deceaeea demand· agataat the eatate of «aid deceased are
are dealrea to preeent the same for settle- dedred to present the tame for κ tt le ment, and
■eat, aad all Indebted thereto are reqaeeted to all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment lamed lately.

Jan.

promise

Jan. 1Mb, 1907.

JAMJtt A. AMJC8.

aioncK.

I

The aubacrtber hereby rive· notice that b«
ha* l»ecn duly appointed administrator of the
eeUto of
HENRY G. WALKER, late of LoTell.
In the County of Oxford, deoeaaed, ami p'< ''
bond· ai tbe law direct·.
All perton* btTloc
demande again·* tbe eatate of Mid d«cea»e"t
are dealred to preaeot the same for aettlement,
and all Indebted thereto are requested to m>k«

"ΛΤΐϋ?!^"' JAM» U. WALUB.

a

!

